Sky Cycles Pty Ltd
BId 22 Second Ave Moorabbin Airport VIC 3194
Powered Hang Gliders and Trikes Sales and Training

No 1 for Pegasus Solar Wings Products
II

II

II
II

Pegasus Ouazar 2 582 LN CDI "The Limousine" with cruise control -low noise model is unbelievably
quiet
Pe~asus "0" 2nd in World Championships this year
Unbeatable cross country performance and handling with over 7 hours endurance. Ask about the NEW
Export Model, it's even better!!
Pegasus "XL" the recreational pilots' and Training Schools' favourite. Low noise 462 LC engine. 190 sq ft of magic. Every
serious training facility needs at least one of these.
Barulli the fastest flex wing on earth. Good for going interstate or just impressing people.

The Pegasus legal 2 seat trikes are top value NEW from $13,850 - they are fully backed with spares.
II

SkylinkZA Hornet side by side seating, a brilliant trike with superb rough air ability.
Fully optioned. Reduced from $28,000 to clear at $18,500 (only 1 left)

II

Chaser S the world champion single seater. "A
flexwing experience that is hard to beat"
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We also have a number of good used aircraft available for
those who want a legal 95.32 2-seater. Prices from
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$9,800
Most of the above aircraft are ex-stock and can be test flown to ensure you
OIce.
for an information package and to arrange a test flight in your area.
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'
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Don't forget your - COMMUNICA CONTEST helmet and intercom set, the best you can get, with visors and radio
interface. Ex-stock $1200
or your
IVO Prop - 3 blade composite propellers to suit all ultralights. Ex-stock $575.00
Phone John Goodrich at Sky Cycles Pty Ltd for all the latest in trike products and training

~ $p,o;.1 d";';i;'b~~;)mg~;O;I' ;~;;: infonn.tion
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Mobile 018 336346
Hang Gliding Federation of Australia Inc
PO Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720
Phone/Fax: (069) 47 2888
Assisted by the Australian Sports Commission
office use on Iy

Membership Application
Name:

PhoneHm

. . . . . . . Address:
Occupation:

State:

Wk

Sex: M/F

.Postcode:
Birthdate:

Payment Details: $

. Cheque / Money Order / Mastercard / Bankcard / Visa

Expiry Date:

. Card #:

Signature:
HGFA Schedule of Fees
$125 12 monlbs (FULL) Membetsbip
$115 (N1b-NSW) 12mlbs FULL Membership
$135 (SA) 12mlbsFULLmembetsbip
$20
PHG Pilots Operating Levy
$50
Additional family Member (12 mooths)
$25
Rejoining Administration Fee
$45
Sbort Term Membership (4 mooths)
$45
Visiting Pilot Membership (4 months)
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$15

Tri al/1nstructiooal Flight (IlF)
7 Days total available through instructors only

$50
(12issues)"Skysail or" Subscription (Nonfly)
$65
Ovetseas(sentSAL)
$95
Ovetseas (Sent Airmail)
$5
FAI ucence
$15
PHG Ops Manual
$10
Camps Manual
$5
Tow Manuals
Pro rata fees apply only to new members or short term members applying for
FULL membersbtp.
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kysailor appears 12 times per year
~ se.rvice to members. For non-members hVlng In
Australia the subscription is Aus. $50 pa. Overseas magazine subscription is Aus. $65 (sent
SAL), Aus $95 Airmail. Cheques should be made
payable to and sent to HGFA.
Contributions are needed. Articles ,
photographs and illustrations are all acceptable
although the editor reserves the right to edit or
delete contributions where necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will NOT be published
and all contributions should be accompanied by
the contributor's name, address and HGFA number for verification purposes.
Neither HGFA nor the editor assume responsibility for the material or opinions presented in
Skysailor.
Copyright in Skysailor is vested in the HGFA.
Copyright in articles and other contributions is
vested in each of the authors in respect of their
contribution.

S

DEADLINE
15th of the month (for the following month's
Issuel) for contributions, market place, etc.
Market place is free to financial members please quote your number - otherwise a charge
of $5 per ad is applicable.

ADVERTISING
Advertising rates are available from the Editor.
All ads must be paid in advance. Layout,
separations and extra work incur additional
cost.

Skysallor Contributions
All Skysallor contributions should be sent
to:

Marie Jeffery
PO Box 401
ALSTONVILLE 2477
Fax: (066)285117
Ph: (066) 280356
8am-8pm
Keep the articles comlngll
We will give $50 per month for the best cover
photo sent in. It can be a black and white,
colour photo or slide.
All photos will be sent back if requested.
Please supply a stamped, self addressed envelope for their return.

ADDRESSES
All correspondence, including membership
renewals, short term memberships, rating
forms and other administrative matters should
be sent to:
HANG GLIDING FED. OF AUSTRALIA
PO Box 558
TUMUT NSW 2720
Tel (069) 472 888
PRESIDENT
Richard Reitzin
Ph (02) 2353033 W
or (02) 3651533 H
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Ian Jarman
(069) 472 888

For information about site ratings, sites and
other local matters, contact the appropriate
state association/region or club.
Southern Region NSW
25 Beverley Ave
Warilla NSW 2528
Pres. James Nathaniel
Tres. Debbie Nathaniel
Safety & Training:
Mark Mitsos
Jo McNamara

lIIawarra Hang
Gliding Club Inc
Meet: Illawarra
Yacht Club 1st Wed
Pres Tom Reinhold
(042) 971852
Sec Warwick Kelly
(042) 261707

(042) 971923
(042) 971923
(042) 674570
(042) 942305

NSWHGA Inc Steve Hocking, 19 Gladswood
gds, Double Bay NSW 2028, (02) 3274484
ACTHGA
PO Box 3496
Manuka 2603
Sec. Mike Pendlebury
(06) 2924065
Pres. Grant Heaney
(06) 2979081
Nth Qld: Fran Wing
(079) 574330

Sth Qld
PO Box 149
Kenmore Q 4069
Phil Pritchard
018761193
James Christenson,
Sec. & PR
(07) 2026342 H
8642788 W

VlcHGA
PO Box 400
Prahran 3181
Sec. John Twomey
(03) 3976033 H

HGAWA
PO Box 82
South Perth 6151
Sec. Sarah Armstrong
(09) 3142749

SAHGA
1 Sturt St
Adelaide 5000
Sec. Rob Woodward
(08) 29775323

TasHGA
31 Hillside Cres
West Launceston 7250
Sec. Steve Cameron
(OO3) 311561 H

Stuart Andrews PG Convenor
PO Box 9 Tooma NSW 2642
069484461
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CREDITS
Cartoons

Julius Makk, Peter Kiel, Andrew
Atkinson
Typing , Typesetting
& Layout
Marie Jeffery
Printer
Quality Plus, Ballina

FRONT COVER
Newcastle Instructor Ross Duncan top
landing at Merewether.
Photo by Kel Minter.

CLUBS
Canungra Hang
Gliding Club (Bris.)
Pres. Jon Durand
(075) 333611
Sec. Sonia Jones
(075) 762225

Kosciusko Alpine
Paragliding Club
ProGuenther Janssen
(064) 562276
Sec. Stuart Andrews
(064) 576190
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Central Coast HG
Club (NSW)
Pres: Atf Piper
(043) 631278
V.Pres: Bob Bentley
(043) 331812
Sec: Duncan Brown
(043) 328334
2nd Wed Tuggerah
Lakes Mem Club

Stanwell Park Club
Pres. Derrick Inglis
(042) 942305
Sec. Chris Boyce
(042) 942545
meet 6pm 1st Sun
ea month
Gladstone HG Club
PO Box 332
Gladstone Q 4680
Pres. Colin McGree
(079) 723595
Sec. Craig Anderson
Northern Beaches
HG Club (Sydney)
Pres: John Hajje
(02) 9822635
Sec: Peter Cairns
(02) 4162370
Central West HG Club
Pres - Len Paton
(068) 537220
Sec. Jenny Ganderton
(068) 537220
Tres. Mark Madden
(063) 622927

North East Victorian
HG Club Inc
Brian Webb
(057) 551753
Cudgegong Valley
HG Club
Sec. Geoff Eustace
(063) 722432
Capricorn Skyrlders
Club
Brian Smith
Rockhampton
(079) 287858
Shane Newell
Yeppoon
(079) 393769
Byron Bay H.G. Club
Pres. Brian Braby
(066) 215725
Sec. Shirley Lake
(066) 858147
meet 1stWed
each month
Cairns Hang Gliding
Club (Qld)
Nev Akers
(070) 512438 W
Warwick Gill
(070) 537768 H
Sunshine Coast HG
Club (Qld)
Sec. Robert Keen
(074) 455642
Pres. Ron Rimkus
(074) 821664
Upper Blue Mts
HG Club
Pres Glen Thompson
(063) 531239
Sec. Lucas Trihey
(047) 871480

Mid North Coast HG
Assoc (NSW)
Newcastle HG Club
Pres. Craig Worth
Pres Richard McWhinney (065) 592713
Sec. Grant Armstrong
(049) 549415
Sec. Jeff Blunt
(065) 537095 H
(049) 585113
Fx (065) 835972 W
"PG" Ian Ladyman
Ben Leonard
(049) 498946
(065) 821966
Sutton Forest Flyers
Lower Blue Mts
Pres. Don Farrar
(042) 840221 H
HG Club
Sec. Nigel Felton
Sec. David Jones
(048) 611699W
(02) 6288379
Treas. David Middleton (048) 894182H
(02) 6236961
Southern H.G. Club
Sky High
Pres. Russell Dobson
Paragliding Club
(03) 5445658 1st Tues
Pres. Scott Beresford
Anchor & Hope T av
(03) 4575173 ah
Church St
Sec. Julie Beresford
Richmond
(03) 4575173 ah
Townsville Hang
Eastern H.G. Club
Gliding Assoc.
Peter Batchelor
Pres Graeme Etherton
(03) 7353095
(077) 733580
Greg Withers
Tres. Brad Cooper
(03) 8763981 meet
(077) 792353
3rd Wed Olinda
Hotel, Main St
Whitsundays HG CI.
Lilydale (norail line)
Pres. David Redman
(079) 552740
Dalwallinu HG Club
Sec. Ron Huxhagon
Pres. Andrew Humphries (079) 552913
(09) 3816053
Sec. Mathew Tchan
Far Sth Coast HGC
(09) 3845328
Anthony Orman
(044) 762098
Bob Chidgey
(044) 711765
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July, the start of a new financial year,
spells a busy time for many including
our administration staff what with
membership renewals and the balancing of financial books. Many members
helped ease the workload by getting
their renewals in early, something appreciated by those at the HGFA office.
After the end of June a late/administration fee applies and you may not receive
your Skysailor. It is standard practice to
print only the number of Sky sailors required for our financial members, so
don't miss out!
This issue features quite a variety of
HGFA information, from safety and
membership to HGFA audit and budget
details. Members of the HGFA board
are preparing for the HGFA convention
in September and busy arranging the
production of the Operations Manual

(yes, it won't be long now!).
Clubs and regions should discuss and formulate any items for
the AGM agenda. Talk to your
rep so he/she can fully present
your views to the meeting.
Perhaps some of you will put
your tax refund towards a new
glider or equipment for the coming season. Now is not too early
to plan a fitness program to tune
up your body for the comps. A
healthy body takes you a long
way towards being a winner by improving your stamina, mental capacity and
overall outlook on life. Getting out of
bed earlier on winter morning can sure
be difficult but thinking of that coveted
hang gliding trophy may be just the
catalyst required!

I desperately need more articles and
photos!
Safe Flying,
Marie

New Skysailor Fax No.: 066 285117
Birthday? Anniversary?
Can't find that perfect gift?
Look no further!
Now available from HGFA
Support your sport
Official HGFA T-shirt featuring breast pocket, colour logo and quote on the back

Cap
Coffee mug
Leather Key Ring - metal with full colour enamel logo
Metal Lapel Badge
Car stickers
Embroidered badge
Book, 'Hang Gliding for Beginner Pilots' - every pilot should have one on their bookshelf
Full Colour 1992/93 HGFA calendar - now available!
Auastralian Open video

$19.95
9.00
6.95
5.95
4.00
2.00
2.95
50.00
19.95
39.95

Please add $2.50 pp for all orders or $7.00 pp if order includes book and $3.05 pp for calendars

HGFA, PO Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720, Ph/Fx: 069-472888
Discounts available for bulk purchases
Cheque, money order, bankcard, visa and mastercard accepted, phone orders welcome
Actual prices may vary from those shown. Terms: payment with order. Delivery 14 days when ex stock.
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Dear Editor
I would like to congratulate HGFA on the
design of our T-shirt. It looks great as does
most of the other HGFA items I have seen.
Pat Purcell, 44059

Dear Marie
I wish to say thanks for Skysailor - it's
invaluable. Special thanks to Lex Jones for
the article on posture and landing - it instantly identified and solved the landing
problems I was having. I'm sure it's already
saved me a couple of down tubes.
For those of us new to hang gliding, articles of that type are particularly helpful.
Thanks again
Peter Kiel

Dear Marie
A couple of suggestions for the HGFA
identity card:
1. Add certificates and endorsements
The June '92 Skysailor Executive
Director's report highlighted the need to
carry a log book and record of qualifications, because the ID card doesn't show
these. Besides forgetting to carry these
around, it's a hassle trying to look after
them in field conditions. The endorsement
on the card should be enough to promote
pilot self-regulation and provide any required official evidence.

one have to be seriously injured or worse
still, kiIIed, before we fix our wrongs and
become more safety conscious. From the
word go, safety should be at number one.
On those days when it's not on, inspect
your wing. Check those tubes, ~
those wires. Even inspect your harness. Get
that chute repacked too.
On your way to the hill, think about the
flight you're going to do. Visualise it from
take off to landing. Have a backup plan.
When it's time to fly, check the conditions.
Do a proper prefli~ht. Again visualise your
flight. OK, now you're ready to fly. But the
most important tip to remember is to fly
within your own limits minus 10% (safety
factor). Hang gliding is a fun sport. We do
it to enjoy ourselves. But it's not much fun
when you're mending a broken arm, forking out cash to replace bent equipment or
turning up on the hill and watching a mate
being carted away in a body bag.
P. Troutman, 16538

Dear Editor
I think Paul Hardy-Atkin's accident
could/should prompt a review of flying
wire attachment design. We all know that
after 'x' amount of hours, flying wires
should be replaced. However, this method
doesn't take care of abnormal wear or accidental damage to a wire or wire join.
Not long ago during a pre-flight, I discovered my left side wire badly kinked and
splayed close to the tang. I have no idea
how this happened. Perhaps I was a bit
careless the last time I packed my glider up
and somehow strained the sidewire though I don't know how. Anyway, it's

irrelevant how, it's only important that I
discovered it ~ I launched. Luckily it
was in plain view. However, what isn't in
plain view is the actual join where the wire
is looped and held together then coated in
plastic (sorry, I don't know the technical
names).
To actually check this properly you
would have to cut the plastic coating away
to really see if any of the strand were
broken. Of course, with the present design
it's not practical to do this at every preflight. After Paul's death a couple of pilots
had a close squiz and found problems. One
cut the plastic away, as above, and discovered upon close inspection that half the
strands were broken!
Hoping some good will come of this.
Yours sincerely
Mark Muller, 16980

Dear Marie
As you're probably aware, Toowoomba
has a "Festival of Flowers" each year and
last year AI Lear wanted to put a float in the
parade. He wanted my glider because of the
colours and we made up a mount to put it
on the front of his jeep. He then decorated
it and this was the result It was one of the
most popular floats in the parade. Hope you
can use it.
Also an invitation to all pilots:
If you're passing through Millmerran, SE
Qld and need a place to stay or you want to
do some flying on the Darling Downs,
which is one of the best gliding areas in
Australia, just write or call Tim Quick on

2. Add club memberships
Besides my HGFA card, I also carry an
EHGC card as well as the usual assortment
of Student ID card, library card, video card,
credit cards, medicare card, driver's licence
and business cards. Any effort to ra tional ise
would be much appreciated.

AILear & Tim Quick's glider at Toowoomba's Festival of
Flowers

To make these additions, I suggest that
the back of the card would need to be
computer printed rather than rubber
stamped.
Steve Donehue, 34174

Dear Comrades
I am writing to express concern regarding
the increasing amount of accidents occurring lately. Already this year, there have
been a number ofbroken bones and written
off gliders. Three pilots are dead, two in the
space of only one week. Why does someJuly 1992
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076 951717 AH or 5 Florence St, Millmerran Qld 4357. Tow winch available.

Tim Quick

Dear HGFA Members
The Australian Women's Hang Gliding
Committee need to raise in the vicinity of
$50,000 to send an Australian Women's
Team to Japan in April 1993. In order to
achieve this goal we propose to start with a
raffle.
This will be an Australian wide raffle
selling tickets from each club within
Australia.
Prizes consist of:
1.

Return airfare Australian Airlines to
Cairns from winner's home.

2.

Accommodation 3 nights for 2 at
Coconut Grove, Port Douglas.
With vouchers to:

3.

Rainforest Habitat

4.

Lady Douglas

5.

Wetherby Cattle Station

6.

Great Barrier Reef Trip by Quicksilver
Connections to Low Isles

7.

Dinner for two at Catalina Restaurant

8.

Seafood voucher from Port Douglas
Seafoods.

9.

Entry to GiIlies Hang Gliding Competition 18, 19 & 20th September

With your help we look forward to a
positive response with all tickets sold and
returned no later than July 28th as drawing
will be on August 3rd at Coconut Grove

during a Cairns Hang Gliding Club social
meeting.
We appreciate your assistance and support in making this raffle a success. For
tickets and further details phone 070
995585 AH or 070 553343 BH.

Marjorie Beattie
Cairns Hang Gliding Club President

Dear Marie
Hi! We're the Melbourne Uni Hang Gliding Club or, more appropriately, Poverty
Flyers Inc. Well, actually I'm just a member of the club and my views do not necessarily represent those of the club, including
my choice of club nickname. The club currently faces some challenges for which I'd
like to ask advice from Skysailor readers.
The first is lack of funds. This is due to a
medical
condition
known
as
don'tgotnocash. This disease is particularly prevalent in the academic community.
I'd appreciate suggestions as to howwe can
make our equipment repair budget go further. Keeping in mind that safety is always
our first concern, are there alterna te sources
for replacement parts? Does the concept of
"glider-wreckers" exist? All advice gratefully received.
Another problem is our lack of experience. This is common for university
clubs due to a constant inflow of newcomers and a reciprocal outflow of more
experienced flyers. Basically, we have a
pilot-flow problem as it means members
must constantly research for themselves to
fmd out where to go and who to see for
information.

Speaking of information, in that commodity we suffer
One of the latest paragliders at the Nationals - pH Bobner
a major shortage.
You know, all
that insignificant
stuff like HGFA
regula tions, etc.
This comes from
the fact that most
of us are still in
training and so
are no~ yet fully
paid members of
the HGFA. No
membership, no
information.
That's
fair
enough but, of
the members who
are paid mem-
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New fax number for
Skysailor

066285117
bers, none have yet received any published
documents apart from a log book. While
this may be due to a current revision
process, new members, who naturally have
less experience and less experienced-pilotacquaintances, find themselves in a less
than desirable situation. In contrast to experienced pilots, we don't have the old
regulations to fall back on. Most of us have
never seen them. So, we have poverty of
information as well as poverty of financial
resources.
Accordingly (that's a big word for me),
any information relating to any aspect of
flying would be hugely appreciated. For
greater certainty, but notso as to restrict the
generality of the foregoing, the aforesaid
information might include: training, instructors, campsites, flight sites, weather,
good pubs, equipment sources, cheap restaurants, equipment care, and perhaps more
helpfully, sources of further information.
Thanks in advance
Brian Fell, C/- Melbourne Uni HG Club,
Sports Union, Uni of Melbourne, Parkville
Vic 3052, Fax: 03 3445583

Ed's Note: I suggest you contact the Victorian Hang Gliding Assoc, PO Box 400,
Prahran 3181, Secretary John Twomey 03
3976033 AH for information on clubs, sites
etc.

Dear Friends of hang gliding!
I study physical education at the German
Sporthochschule in Cologne. For my
graduate thesis I have chosen the topic "The
Possibilities and Limits of Hang Gliding
with the Handicapped". At the Sporthochschule the handicapped are divided
into five categories of disabilities:
1.

Diseases of the Inner Organs
Those with cardiac problems, asthma,
diabetes, cancer, etc.

2.

The deaf and hearing impaired, the
visually impaired.

3.

The physically handicapped:
Paraplegics, amputees, those left disabled by accidents, operations etc.

4.

The behaviourally handicapped and
psychologically disturbed:
Of particular interest in this group are
those addicted to hard drugs, piks, >
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and alcohol (including those addicts
who have undergone detoxification).
5. The mentally handicapped:
Understandably, hang gliding is not
appropriate for this group.
My thesis shall analyse the possibilities
and limits of hang gliding for the handicapped. The opinions of the various
European aeroclubs and hang gliding
groups are of great interest to me.
The following questions are especially
relevant:
1.

Are the handicapped allowed to hang
glide?

2. Are there any disabled hang gliders in
your club or society?
3. What experiences with handicapped
hang gliders have you had?
4. Are there rules or guidelines for hang
gliders?
5. Is there a higher rate of accidents
among handicapped hang gliders?

If you know of any
handicapped hang
gliders, I would appreciate it if you
would give them the
enclosed questionnaire. The data collected will be treated
with the strictest confidentiality and will
only be used for my
thesis. No one else
will see this information.

Ed's note: Copies
of the questionnaire
may be obtained
from SkysaiLor •

150 The Esplanade, Brighton

7.30pm - 12.30am
on Friday 11th September, 1992
@)~U' o@@ [?j@iJ' 1liJ@[ID@] (includes Band and 3 course meal)
100 Tickets only!!! Be Quick

Dress: Smart Casual

R.S.V.P. 22/8/92

To reserve your seat post your cheque payable to VHGA,
P.O. Box 400 Prahran 3181 before 22/8/1992.

7. Do you consider a critical analysis
worthwhile?

pc~rtcT

at The Brighton Savoy,

For Booking details and Table reservations contact
Alison Drysdale (H) 752 9675, (W) 420 3844

6. In your opinion, should the handicapped be allowed to hang glide under
certain conditions?

A

~

Sincerely
Rainer Burger, Behringweg 19, 5220
Waldbrol, Germany

Tickets will only be reserved when money is received.

DAY.
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Gillies Comp 1992, Nth Qld
18, 19 & 20 September
A & B grades, $2000 prize money
Entry fee $60 includes food for 19-20
Ladies Challenge included; a good place to start your season if
you're interested in going to Japan in '93
1st $500 + pair gold nugget earrings if we have a minimum of 4
pilots
Call early for a place as number of pilots is limited, ph 070 995585
AH 070 553342

Eungella 1992, Nth Qld
27 September to 4 October inclusive
Early entry fee $100, late entry fee after 8pm on 26 September
$110. This includes the first fIlm, extra film will be available at
cost
Pilots require a 35 mm data back camera as day board, start gate,
tum point and goal photos will be required. UHF channel 14 will
be monitored for pickups and emergencies.
Pilots requiring accommodation at the Chalet or Broken River or
the caravan park must book early or bring a tent.
Early entry fees help pay for trophies, CAA etc. Cheques and
money orders made payable to Whitsunday Hang Gliding Club,
and sent to Secretary, Whitsunday Hang Gliding Club, 12 Van
Eldik Ave, Andergrove Qld 4740.

US Nationals Hang Gliding Championships
Telluride, Colorado
September 5 - 12
Offering world class flying in conjunction with the TellurideFilm
Festival from September 5-7 following by the Telluride Hang
Gliding Festival from September 14-19.
For more info contact: Nick Kennedy, PO Box 1026, Telluride,
CO 81435 (303) 728 3905

Some changes to this year's comp means more prize money and
an extra grade C being paid to third place. Also the Northern
Queensland Region will provide three trophies for 1st, 2nd and 3rd
in the Northern Queensland Region.
Briefmgs will be held at 11 am each day, presentation day will
be Sunday evening 4th October, or midday, depending on weather.
8 rounds are planned, weather permitting.
Ethel will once again, with the assistance of speakers from our
Australian team, hold talks on flying at Eungella and competitions
in general to help and encourage pilots to discover and develop
competitive skills.
The cut off point again this year will be 60
pilots. Prizes go to:
Open A Grade 1 2 3 4 5
B Grade 1 23
C Grade 1 23;
Queensland 1 2 3
Northern Queensland 123
Ladies 1
Most Improved
Best Team
Lucky draw for a Non winner
Proceeds of comp shirts will add to prize
money.
For further details ph Ron Huxhagen 079
552913 >-
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South East Queensland Regionals
10 - 17 October with the 18th as a reserve
Tentative venue - new site in Tamborine area
Contact Phil Pritchard 018 761193

1992 Northern NSW Regional Championships
It is intended to run these championships over the weekends of
3-5 October, 17-18 October and 31 October-1 November 1992. The
weekend of 14-15 November 1992 will also be used if insufficient
rounds have been held. The comp is to be run at various sites in the
region including Cooplacurripa, Rylstone and Tamworth.

The competition is intended to provide experience for new competition pilots and will be run in A grade, B grade and C grade.
Extensive use of "Cats Cradle" type tasks will be made.
By using volunteer labour from the clubs in the region the entry
fee will be set at $20. Contact Craig Worth on 065 592713 for more
information.

Third Paragliding Championship of
Reunion Island 1992
27 October - 1 November 1992 offers prizes 40,000 FF with entry
fee 500 FF, 45 pilot limit
A special air fare + 15 days stay package makes it possible to
enjoy Reunion Island a full week before competing
For further details contact Alain Barthere Ph: 1692.35.15.24 Fx:
16 92.35.30.81 or Criterium International De Parapente de la
Reunion, C/- Office Departemental des Sports, 6 square Leconte
de Lisle, 97400 St Denis Cedex, Ph: 19262 - 21.42.33 Fx: 19262
- 21.95.91 or Stuart Andrews PO Box 9 Tooma NSW 2742, Ph: 069
484461

AIR SPORTS INTERNATIONAL

Paragliding Competitions
NSW State Paragliding Championships - 1st rounds, Sat 3rd to
Mon 5th October 1992, Tumut area
Victorian State Paragliding Championships, Sat 31st October to
Tues 3rd November 1992, Bright area
NSW State Paragliding Championships 2nd rounds, Sat 21st to
Mon 23rd November 1992, Tumut area
Australian Paragliding Open, Sat 30th January to Sun 7th February
1993, Mt Cole area
Australian Paragliding Flatlands Comp, Sat 13th February to Sun
21st February 1993, Forbes area.
Please note that Tow Endorsements will be required to enter the
Flatlands Competition which will be run separately from the Hang
Glider Flatlands Competition. Endorsements in Eastern Australia
can be issued by Brian Webb in Victoria, Mark Mitsos in NSW and
Shaun Keane in ACT.

Australian Competition Calendar
Proposed competition dates for 1992/93 season
Victorian Open/Bogong Cup, 28 December 1992 - 5 January
1993
Corryong Cup, 8 - 12 January 1993
Flatlands, 20 to 29 January 1993
Australian Open, 19 to 27 January 1993 ..
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The new, official publication of the
Federation Aeronautique Internationale
(FAI), the world governing body for air
sports and the setting of aviation and
space records
Available now from the
:. : Australian Sport
.: Aviation Confederation
. (ASAq

$25.00
p.p. per four issues
(published quarterly)

The first fifty subscribers

will receive a free copy of
Issue Number 1

Send your cheque or money order to:
Air Sports International
C/o ASAC Inc.
P.O. Box 144
Curtin ACT 2605
or
Telephone 06 281683012815358
and charge to Bankcard or Mastercard
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Executive Director's
Report June-July
1992
Membership Renewals

If you are reading this then we can assume
that you have renewed your membership
promptly. We in the office thank you as it
has made our job a little easier, enabling us
to process and return your 92/93 financial
sticker and wallet card without too much
delay.
The more promptly that all members pay
their fees the easier it is for the Treasurer
and board to ascertain how close to the
budget we will be operating and more importantl y whether we will be in the black or
red relative to that budget for the coming
fmancial year.

If you have not yet renewed, please do this
quickly in order to avoid the late payment
admin fee. We will be working flat out on
the new Operations Manual and training
systems during July and August in an effort
to have them ready for approval at the AGM
in September and this process will be

delayed if we are required to spend time
processing late renewals. It also wastes
your money through the need to employ
assistants to do this work.
HGFA Doping Policy
Whilst on the topic of memberships it is
worth mentioning the concerns expressed
by a few members regarding the declaration
(with special reference to the question of
drugs in sports) that is to be signed.

Firstly, it should be stated that the HGFA
has no interest in your personal or social
behaviour or preferences, howMyponga Cliffs, SA Gunther Hoffmann below, Terry ever there are two areas where
your actions in terms of drug
Giles top
taking,
be they legal or illegal,
photo Ramon Treloar
become the concern of the
HGFA and vis-a-vis certain
Government Authorities.
From a strictly safety and common sense point of view the
HGFA can not condone the use
of any drug that is perfonnance
impairing. This would include
alcohol, marijuana and many
prescribed medications for common illness. In fact flying under
the influence of these substances
may be extremely dangerous
and is most likely illegal
depending on the drug concerned. (refer to article in
Skysailor last year)
On the other hand it is also
important tha t you know tha t we
can not condone the use of perfonnance enhancing drugs as
these are dangerous to the health
and contrary to the ethics of
sport and fair-play and counter
to our sports constituted objectives and purpose.

SKYSAILOR

Furthermore as we receive Australian
Sports Commission funding for
safety/training, developmental and competitions projects we have an obligation to
the taxpayer to ensure that the grants are
being expended in a proper manner. As a
taxpayer I would not be happy if sports
were wasting my money on cheats or
sportsmen/women who were likely to bring
the name of sport into disrepute. In fact
recent incidents in very highly funded
sports leave one somewhat disillusioned
about the honesty of our sporting heroes.
The HGFA therefore has an obligation to
inform members of the conditions attached
to ASC funding or to any activities by our
members utilising Commonwealth
Government. facilities. We do not wish to
see members commit themselves to competition hang gliding without fully understanding that there is a possibility that they
may be asked to submit to a test. As we have
no distinction between those who might or
those who never will enter a competition,
and as the sport as a whole benefits from
this funding you have a right to know of
these conditions. (Copies of the ASC
Doping Policy are available) However,
should any testing be required or sanctions
imposed that this will be done mindful of
the rights of individuals to their privacy,
and of the provisions of the Privacy Act
1988.
For information on the authority and
powers of the Australian Sports Commission and the Australian Sports Drug Agency may I refer you to their respective Acts
(1989 and 1990).

If you have further questions on this issue
please phone the office during business
hours or talk to your HGFA-Regional
Board Representative. ~
July 1992

the increase in accidents is linked to training operations. The changes to our operations mooted for discussion and decision at
the AGM in September will no doubt look
at these issues, but your board representative can not work in a
vacuum .....he/she needs your input Below
is a list of the Board and Committee representatives and convenors.
Volunteers
All sport depends on volunteers for its
development and survival. Our sport is no
exception. Every project that the Federation
undertakes requires volunteer members to
make it happen. Volunteer means doing
things freely for the benefit of the sport.
Giving your own time and resources and
often at your own expense. Is voluntarism
dead? We seem to bleed dry those that do
give of themselves. We work them until
they can give no more, then spit them back
without so much as a thank you. The old
adage "that many hands make light work"
is a truism in our situation .. .it may not be
the most efficient,nor easy to organise but
it is necessary for the sports future survival.
Give it some thought. .. contact your club,
board rep or committee rep and see what
you can do to help.
When did you last check your wires?
Accidents
Through many of my reports this past
summer, I have raised the issue of safety
and accident reporting. The purpose of
reporting is to raise our level of understanding of why or how accidents occur. As
you are aware we have had a disastrous
season. Three fa talities in the first 5 months
of the year plus, one serious permanent
disability and several broken backs, necks
and head injury cases that could have easily
placed those people into the fatal or disabled category.
The attached graph indicates the Bureau
of Air Safety Investigations records of
fatalities in hang gliding since 1975. They
are not 100% accurate as I know of at least
one fatality that was not listed in their
reports, plus two other associated deaths in
the late eighties.
Prior to 1982 there was an average of 4-5
fatalities each year. However since 1982
the number of deaths has remained
reasonably stable at around 1 to 2 as an
average. Although 4 years show no
fatalities at all.
July 1992

It is no co-incidence that it was in 1982
that the HGFA designed and introduced its
Level 1 coaching program. This involved
for the first time, training of instructors
through a series of weekend workshops.
There was a resolve not to use uncertified
equipment in schools and that the equipment should be purpose built. Accordingly
equipment improved. "Professional
Schools" developed and training moved
away from the ad-hoc throw your friend off
ful~d hill menIt is now time to
examine carefully
where
these
"schools" are heading. Two of this
years fatalities were
associated with
training operations.
The first in ten
years. It would not
do our sports much
good if the graph
began to climb once
more especially if

Inside that heat shrink and plastic, how
many strands hold your glider from total
collapse? How much corrosion has eaten
away at those out-of-sight parts? Did you
know that stainless steel work hardens and
becomes brittle?
How brittle are your wires?
How much work have they had?
Do they need replacing? ~

PROFESSIONAL

SAIL REPAIRS
PH/FAX (049) 499 222

Wingtech Pty Ltd
U8/30 KALAROO ROAD, REDHEAD NSW 2290
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Contact your manufacturer, read your
owner's manual, change those wires before
its too late!
Ian Jarman, Executive Director

HGFAHang
GlidingIParagliding
Instructor N ewsleUer
Dear Instructors
t
You have no doubt heard the very sad and
sobering news that the sport suffered two
fatalities last month.
The accident at Stanwell Park involved a
newly appointed instructor who was having
a short flight on one of the school training
gliders, a Mars 170. The failure of a side
wire caused the wing to fold upwards and
the glider dived into the face ofthe hill. We
are still awaiting an analysis of the failed
wire, (which broke at the LE thimble/swage
area), however it is reasonable to suggest
that all training gliders can suffer above
normal wire wear, strain and/or damage in
the school environment.
Damage or deterioration is most likely to
occur at either end of the wire in the swage
and thimble areas as a result of:
incorrect set-up/pack-up and associated
kinking or straining,
parking in strong winds,
abrasion with ground when laying flat,
abrasion with uprights during carrying or
rolling of wheels,
increased corrosion due to number of hours
in contact with salt, sand/air and humid
coastal climates.

It is therefore recommended that you increase your vigilance in glider checks and
review your maintenance schedules. It is
also recommended that you remove any
heat shrink around side-wire ends especially. Further to this, if you have been using a
glider regularly for training, replacement of
bottom side-wires should be considered at
least every 12 months even if no damage is
evident.

I will let you think about your own training operation and the sites that you use.
How accessible is the area over which
students fly?
Can you see the entire flight area from
take-off and is there always assistance in
the landing area with 100% visual tracking
of the flight?
How forceful are you about students following your flight plans?
Many of the issues and questions raised
by the recent accidents will be considered
in the revision of instructor procedures and
manual re-write.
1993 National Instructor Conference
Planning for the 1993 national Instructor
conference is now under way. You too
should be planning your schedules for
March to allow for attendance. The topics
covered will be varied but emphasis will be
on the new instructional/training procedures, the manual and syllabus, the updated
Operations Manual, Tandem operations,
tow training procedures and "approved
training facilities". We may even have an
Operations Manager (National Coaching

Looking down on launch during the 18th annual Telluride Hang
Gliding Festival - photo Geoff Dossetor

Director) by then, but that will depend on
the next AGM.
The venue for the conference will be
selected this month, although disappointingly we only received three expressions of
interest from the request to all clubs to
consider hosting the conference. If you
would like your area to be considered,
phone the HGFA office immediately to discuss what facilities are required.
Student Certificates
With the changes to the HG Novice Pilot
Certificate, the student certificate feature
became redundant. To provide you with
some form of encouragement or recognition of basic skills training, or simply as a
souvenir of a Trial Instructional tandem
flight, the Sample Certificate is now available.
These Certificates can be purchased at
cost of $4 for 20 (minimum order of 20
please). Although they are not of the
highest standard (poor proofing of draft
copy on my part, I'm afraid), the very low
cost should allow you to give them away
within your course costs.
TIFFonns
Please remember to keep track of all your
TlF students. It is vitally important that you
sign them up to STM or full membership
after their 7th day, $15 discount from those
fees applies to upgrading TlFs.
Each student must print name and address
and then sign the TlF form.
Instructor Insurance
The Australian Coaching Council has circulated a proposal for Instructor Liability
insurance for ALL NCAS accredited
coaches. The cost could be as little as $15
per year if all coaches of all accredited
sports (about 60,000-70,000) come in on
the scheme. I hope to be able to offer this to
you at the NIC as part of your Instructor
registration fee. This will be a great relief
to many of you and a substantial savings to
those paying hundreds of dollars for a less
comprehensive coverage currently.
Visiting Pilot Membership (VPM)
This will cost $45 for all overseas visitors
this year due to further insurance claims.
All VPMs must join via the HGFA office
to acquire membership card and visitor's
package.
Remember ... "Safety is no accident."
Ian Jarman, Executive Director.
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PRO V END E S I G N S

Very high rate of climb(up to 1000 ft./min.)
Light and sturdy construction *
Very limited noise emission
Nearly non existing vibrations

For more information call Bruno on (03) 5530224 or

Charlie ~ on

(03) 8824130. We will be happy to help you!

FLY I N G

MAC H I N E S

2/27 KATOOMBA ST. MOORABBIN 3189 VIC.

*Power pack weight:23-26kg.
Paraplane weight : 43-48kg.
(relative to power unit)
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After attending almost all the competitions this year I thought that I would do an
article on the one which I enjoyed the most.
Not many people except the Victorians go
to it but for my flying partner and me we
had the most fun and the best flying of any.
I think that if accommodation can be
worked out this would be one of the best
possible places to hold the Nationals. It has
easy two wheel access to all the sites and
about seven to chose from with 50 km.
After a ho hum nationals consisting of
driving up very bad four wheel drive hills
with questionable lift, coping with low
cloud bases and ridiculous start gates requiring miracles to achieve, my mate Steeli
and I were very glad to see the last of
Tumut. We jumped in the trusty Toyota
and headed out to the last comp of the
season, at Mt. Cole.
It was with some trepidation I went as I
had been there two years ago to compete
and had a cloud base about the heights of
my tent with a 30 kt wind for three days.
Hopefully this year it would be different.
As we started things could not have been
better. Cus everywhere and lots of sunshine. But as luck would have it, seven or
eight hours later as we approached our destination the cloud base was once again nearing the top of the Toyota and the wind was
howling. We arrived in Raglan greeted by
20 kt winds, rain and about 5 degrees of
temperature. Looking at the conditions we
decided to stay the night, go to the meeting
in the morning and then be off back to
Corryong where the cus were higher and
pastures greener. The next morning we
were greeted with the usual, you should

Ben Nevis launch, Mt Cole - p Gerry Gerus
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have been here last week - 10,000 base and
150 km flys every day. Well I'd had
enough and was ready to call it quits when
my mate Craig comes up and upon hearing
our intentions hits us with "What's wrong
with you Qld wimps" and then threatens to
"fly me out of the sky". Being a reasonably
competitive person I immediately marched
over and much to my mate Stelli's distress
paid my entry fee, and suggested he do
likewise. Well meeting over, wind or no
wind, we headed up the mountain. On arrival we were greeted with 20 to 25 kt winds
and not too many people keen to fly. Much
to my relief our comp director, not being
afraid to make a decision, showed great
judgement and canned the day (good on
you Wes).
We had a very entertaining ride back to
HQ, listening to a dog fight in full progress
via the UHF. All the gliders were shot
down for the day. The next day dawned and
up we went again to Mt Buangor. Much to
everyone's delight the day was not bad and
we all had a good flight. Especially my
mate Craig. Wes had set a 90 km task to the
north and I was sure surprised to hear Craig
after about one hour of flying, say on the
radio that he was over the goal and was
anyone there to take his time. I thought
mylar XSs were fast but 90 km in one hour
seemed a little quick, but there he was calling on the radio again. The rest of us ordinary people struggled on for a couple of
more hours and amazing as it seemed, try
as we might, not one other pilot was able to
make goal. Goal car travelled out to collect
Craig but 10 and behold no Craig. Unfortunately for me and Pete, my car was the
goal car, so there was Pete and myself sitting on the side of the road from 3 pm till
late in the evening with Geny gathering
firewood as the sun went down - it looked
like a long cold night. We were only saved
by the efforts of a great chap by the name
of Peter Roper who drove all the wa y back
from Raglan to rescue us (thanks a lot Pete).
Arriving back at HQ late, we got a message
from our mad racer Craig to say that he was
at a town 100 km north of HQ. Finally
about 12.30 pm Steeli and I caught up with
Craig who by this time realised he was just
a little off course and may not have been at
goal. Too dark by this time to go and find
the glider, as it was about 40 km out in the
scrub, we were a little tired and not too
impressed with the flight of the navigator.
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So we decided to head back to camp and the
rest to be sorted out in the moming.

once morel decided

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~

to try my luck. I !:
"01' Eagle Eyes" flight glasses
Things seeming to get better and better had a good glide to :: $105 plain, $145 prescription, $165 Bi-focal
Wrap-around, metal or plastic frames
with flyable conditions every day. It was TP3 and believe it::
sure nice to have great mountains to fly with
or not as I was !!
Electronic Tow Meters - $185
trying to take my -_
2 wheel drive roads to the top of everyone
tum point phot my
and a choice of 6 or 7 sites - all great. After
Denis Cummings
Tumut this was unbelievable and should be vario started to , i!
PO Box 741
seriously considered for the Nationals. We beep. How good ---!
was this, over TP3
Byron Bay 2481
all battled on doing the best we could and
and a thermal right :!
Ph (066) 856287
fmally on the second last day of the comp
there.
Itookitupto
~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-~
our fearless leader Wes said today we shall
what I thought was
do the triangle. I never thought to much
Hoyne who is supposedly only a C grade
about it except "Great, it's a triangle and we a reasonable glide to goal and off! went. I pilot, in his new Foil beating all the guns
should get home at a reasonable hour for a had only gone a couple of K's when over and winning A grade, only losing out by
the radio I hear my mate Steeli calling Brett one point to the overall winner Patrick
change". Our tasks had taken us a fair way
at goal about four times to tell him that he Jenny - a visiting Swiss pilot. Great perforfrom camp each day making retrievals late.
is on the way in. Finally after just a couple mance Michael, we'll all have our work cut
Luckily on the way up to Ben Nevis the next
day Wes kindly explained what the triangle of more calls he raced in over the line
out for us next year if you keep going the
was all about. This was to be the Mt. Cole offering to do a couple of wingovers to way you are.
Challenge part of the Compo It was quite celebrate (it's a great feeling to make goal
Last but not least much to my amazement
for the first time). Meantime I seemed to
interesting as you had to fly about 20 km to
I got to keep the Mt Cole Cup which is a
be in great air and had covered half the
the start of the triangle which on the day
beautiful bronze sculpture of Icarus in full
distance with little loss of height. This made
would prove to be a job in itself. The task
flight on top of a great cup. It would have
me pull the bar in and get the old XS eater
was a race to the camp ground for speed
to be one of the best trophies I have ever
going. It was sure great sitting on about 45
points and then to try and arrive there with
seen and I would like to give my sincere
to 50 watching all those XS's bite the dust
enough height to have a good go at the
thanks to the Victorian Hang Gliding As(eat your heart out, Gillie). As luck would
triangle. After watching my mate Stelli sky
sociation for arranging such a great prize.
out and disappear I decided that it was about have it I zoomed over the line at a great rate Thanks to all the guys and gals down at the
of knots. Later on that afternoon I found
time to leave. About five of us went with
Comp; you were all great to fly with and
out that I had broken the record by four
some scratching and others of us climbing
you can bet your bottom dollar that we will
minutes. Not bad for someone who only
out nicely, fortunately I was one of those
be back next year to try to go faster and win
raced the last 5 km. We were told by our
climbing out. After a reasonable start I was
the silver cup.
leader Wes that we could expect to do it all
approaching Raglan only to be greeted by
See you all then, safe flying
over again the next day. But unfortunately
Peter Greenhill on the radio saying over
Gerry •
here Gerry, I'm in 1500 up (no doubt about the day dawned with the wind howling and
this ended the compo All in all this turned
those Victorians they're great sports). I
out
to be the best and most fun comp of the
headed over to Pete but on the was bumping
season.
into a nice little 500 upper right near the
start of the triangle so decided to stick with
The final
it. This was a good idea as it topped out at results being
a little over 7,000 and I was right over the
my
mate
in
start of the run. I gave our faithful time Craig Docherkeeper Brett a hoy and way I went. The
ty winning C
main thing in my mind being to make the grade.
A
triangle as best I could. I had a reasonable great perforrun to the first tum point, getting a little low
manceby Ray
at one stage but managing to scratch up and
Casser on his
GTR
make it to a thermal that Rob Ruge was just . old
leaving over the town. Topped out in that,
giving all of
$lS/night
took my photo and headed out to TP2. Half us on our
BED AND BREAKFAST
way there who should I bump into but Greg
fancy new
Share room, wide verandahs with view of Bald Hill
(DARTH VADER) Smart climbing out in gliders heaps
2 minutes' walk to shop, cafes, beach, landing area
a nice little thermal. Young Darth being the and winning
TV, stereo, local knowledge
racer he is, upon seeing me immediately
B grade. And
took off for TP2. I stayed back in the lift an incredible
performance
watching Greg only to see him doing it hard
with little lift along the way. Topping out by Michael

North Coast Avionics

i

i

ACCOMMODATION

(042) 943665
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HGFA
Treasurer's
Report, 29th
May 1992
Financially this has been a very busy year
for HGFA. We were able to maintain operations, recover our expected losses and in
fact even made a modest surplus. I must
express my thanks to all the board representatives, sub committee members & the
Skysailor editor for their support in our cost
cutting exercises, to SARGA & WARGA
for hosting our meetings & providing billets
for the reps, and to those members
everywhere who contributed their time to
help administer and support our sports. I
would also like to extend a special acknowledgment to Chris Brandon, for his work as
the PHG committee convenor and showing
us all how it should be done.

Throughout FY 92/93 HGFA will become even more responsible for all our
operations, as the delegated authority of the
CAA. It is apparent from the board meetings and requests from clubs, that we will
progressively be moving toward a more
equitable ' user pays' system similar to that
applied to our PHG pilots. We can expect
nominal fees applied to such things as
licence examinations and applications, endorsements, Instructor certification and
facilities approvals, competition sanctions,
punitive fines etc etc..
The budget (see below) consolidates all
income and expenditure expected
throughout the year from all sources. This
includes all government grants received
and their compulsory expenditure
programs (competitions, workshops etc).
A complete detailed budget, HGFA 5
year development plan, their funds source
& interrelationships can be obtained by
clubs or individuals from HGFA Executive

officer ($5.00 copying fee) or contact your
state association or regional representative.
Mark Pike
HGFA Treasurer

HANG GLIDING FEDERATION OF AUSTRALIA
CONSOLIDATED BUDGET FOR 92/93 AS AT 22 MAY 1991

M'ship Fees
Grants
Interest
Sundry (Sales, licences, etc)

250,000
40,000
9,500
25,000

Total Income

324,500

=
HG/PG Safety, operations & coaching
Office services (wages)
Office rental & expenses
Regional development plans
Exec. management board expenses
Govt taxes & bank charges
Postage, telephone & sundries
Womens cornrnitee expenses
Skysailor publishing
Conv92 & EGM
Printing of Operations manual
ASAC, CAS & CIVL affiliations
Bid- Womens worlds, Buffalo 94/95
Image/sport promotion
Insurance & investment
Competitions & participation
PHG operations manual
PHG instructional aids
PHG comrnitee expenses
Paragliding commitee expenses
NAPAC/RAPAC attendance
Total Expenses

44,500
45,000
14,000
2,000
1,600
3,500
12,500
1,000
33,000
11,000
6,000
5,850
500
11,500
68,700
31,500
2,000
1,000
250
1,600
31,500
297,500

Surplus (Deficit)

27,000
(
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Hang Gliding Federation of Australia Incorporated.

REVENUE ACCOUNT for the year ended 30th June 1991.

AUDITORS REPORT TO MEMBERS
We have examined the accounts which comprise a Balance Sheet of
the Federation as at 30th June, 1991 and an Income and
Expenditure Statement for the year ended on that date.
In our opinion, the Balance Sheet and Income and Expenditure
Statement, respectively represent a true and fair view of the
state of affairs of the Federation at 30th June, 1991.

INCOME
subscriptions
competition entry fees
Commonwealth grants
skysailor advertising
Sundry income
Interest Received
Trikes
State fees
National Instructor Coni. fees
Sales

OM Allen & Co
certified Practising Accountants
Sydney 9th January 1992.

TOTAL INCOME

BALANCE SHEET as at 30th June,1991.

Vl

~
Vl

Current Assets
Cash at Banks
Cash on Deposit
Petty Cash Float
Interest Receivable

::'9 91
$ 71,589
$ 89,000
$
200
$
729
$161,518

1990
$ 15,951
$105,000
$
200
$
0
$121,151

Non Current Assets
Plant & Equipment

$

2,525

$

8,784

Total Non Current Assets

$

2,525

$

8,784

Total Assets

$164,043

$129,935

Current Liabilities
Trade Creditors and Accruals

$

1,500

$

1,500

Total Liabilities

$

1,500

$

1,500

Equity
Accumulated Surplus

$162,543

~

r

o

:D

$128,435

1991
$163,853
20
$
$ 55,500
553
$
$ 5,251
$ 13,347
$ 9,260
$ 9,660
$ 8,540
$ 2,253

0

--------

$268,237

$216,935

$ 3,110
$ 38,929
$ 5,834
$ 1,668
$ 10,708
$ 3,050
$ 5,456
$ 30,081
0
$
$ 23,973
$ 5,558
$ 24,618
$ 28,121
$ 4,672
$ 6,296
0
$
0
$
0
$
$ 22,378
$ 19,677

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

EXPENSES
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION
Accountancy/Audit fees
Administration - Wages
Airfares & Accomodation
Bank charges
Convention Expenditure
Depreciation
Executive Commitee expenditure
Fees - payments to states
Grants to states
Insurance
Office expenses
printing & Stationery
Skysailor - Printing & distr.
Subscriptions
Telephone & Postage
Paragliders
Trikes
Repairs
Competition expenses
Safety Coaching & Paragliding

Surplus from operations

--------------$ 34,108

========

'"

$

--------

$234,129

....

1990
$120,890
$ 3,900
$ 63,000
$ 8,033
$ 5,954
$ 15,158
0
$
0
$
0
$

3,803
28,126
0
1,457
7,310
2,101
3,173
11,183
7,500
23,690
733
9,113
45,234
3,454
6,409
1,891
2,388
672
24,166
4,650

-------$187,053

-------$ 29,882

Around about ...

World Championships 1995, Classes 1 &
2 to be held in Ager, Spain.

This Is Hang Gliding

It was requested that future Women's
World Championships be held in alternate
years to World Championships because
some countries had encountered difficulty
in gaining funding for more than one national team per year.

The new HGFA brochure covering the
three aspects of our sport has arrived. Impressive with its colour photographs and
brief outline ofHGFA's role, it is of course
available from HGFA, PO Box 558, Tumut
NSW2720.

Future Competitions
At the CIVL meeting in France in March
the following bids were made:
Women's World Championships 1994
Class 1 to be held in the Owens Valley,
USA.
Women's World Championships 1996
Class 1 to be held in the Mt Buffalo/Bright
area, Australia.

Results from Czechoslovak
Nationals
1. Tomas Suchanek Czech
XS 142
2. Sergei Drobisev Ukraine
C14
3. Jozef Kunik
Czech Houzont

Topics covered include Role of the
Coach, Planning - yearly practice sessions
and time management, The Development
of the Young Athlete, Physical Conditioning and Sports Safety.
Applica tion can be made to NSW Dept of
Sport Recreation and Racing, PO Box 15
Hurstville NSW 2220.

Personalised Cards
Turn your favourite hang gliding,
paragliding or triking photo into postcards
and Christmas cards. Contact Southern
Cross Postcards, PO Box 39, Wickham
NSW2293.

General Principles of Coaching Levell Coaching Course
To be held 1st and 8th September at St
George Leagues Club, Princess Highway,
Kogarah, from 6.30 pm to 10 pm at a cost
of$55.

FAI Record Attempts
Class 03 - Paragliders
Category - General
Out and Return Distance of 133.5 km
(previous record 64.28 km on 5/5/90 by

r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . , Hans Bachmayr, Austria)
Pilot:
From:
Date:

III

Xavier Remond, France
Dilling, Himachel Pradesh,
India
13th May 1992

Site Hassles
There are currently problems with
America's Torrey Pines, Southern
California site. Reports have it that
the current lease-holder believes it
financially more viable to exclude
hang gliders from the site in favour of
paragliders and this is causing a lot of
friction.
While this may be happening on the
other side of the world to Australia, it
is worth bearing in mind that the. future could hold similar problems for
some of our Australian sites. Imagine
Stanwell Park or Rainbow Beach
being leased to private enterprises where would that leave our sport? If
you would like to support the Torrey
Pines issue, further information is
available from Ian Jarman at HGFA
on 069 472888.

Understanding the Sky

~
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This new book by Dennis Pagen
offers 280 pages packed with information. A extensive coverage of the
weather for the beginner and the experienced pilot, its available from the
USHGA. •

d
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NATIONAL LADDER 1992
FOR PARAGLIDING
by Yves Gilliand

Rank

Pilot Name

Score

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Ladyman, Ian
Gilliand, Yves
Schroettner, Rob
Annstrong, Tony
Webb, Brian
Young, Cameron
Wilson, Rick
Stevenson, Gary
Mitsos, Mark
O'Reilly, Bernie
Robertson, Hamish
Andrews, Stuart
Jenkins, Ted
Fletcher, Rosey
Waal de, Alex
Beresford, Scott
Gloor, Heinz
Fellay, Charly
Kumsuz, Eddie
Gunzbourg de, David
Tymms, David
Cootes, Brad
Clarke, Samantha
Davis, Mark
Watson, Paul
McGeady, Stuart
Gray, Peter
Bell,Lorie
Gilliand, Catherine
Stenson, Scott
Keane, Shaun
Janssen, Guenther
Burkhard, Felix
Dennis, Barry
Hensel, Rick
Terray, Antoine
Lee,Terry
Corletto, Bruno
Williams, Ray
Bobner, Heinz
Ippolito, Joe
Richards, Mark
Moss, Paul

751.8
626.8
552.4
542.5
456.6
446.3
441.6
327.4
315.4
300.0
297.5
283.4
278.6
240.7
218.7
204.3
196.3
177.7
174.8
164.3
162.8
144.0
142.4
123.0
122.6
119.3
107.8
106.2
91.7
91.7
73.8
60.3
51.9
51.7
44.9
43.1
36.3
32.0
30.8
23.9
20.3
16.1
14.2

11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
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At the 1992 Nationals, held in Beaufort Vic,
the Paragliding Committee entrusted me with
the computation of the Australian National
Ladder for Paragliding. The seedings of this
ladder are valid for one year and are used by
the Paragliding Competition Selection
Committee to select the second Australian
National Team which will represent our Nation
at the Paragliding World Championships 1993,
to be held in August in Verbier, Switzerland
After the experience (alas nightmare !) of
having calculated the first National Ladder in
1991, whereas we had adopted the calculation
fonnalism from the HGF A competitions
handbook, there was a strong case to create
some better defined and particularly simpler
method to derive the seedings for paragliding.
To enable the ladder to give individual
competitions a well defined scoring weight, the
Paragliding Committee has adopted a new
scoring system, whereby different competitions
are awarded different ratings and scoring
factors. The new scoring system is explained
with an example in the box below.
This new system will now allow each
competing pilot to easily calculate his ladder
poin~ and also to decide in advance, at which
competitions he (or she) likes to enter, to
maximise his (or her) chances of advancing in
the National Ladder.
With the introduction of the new scoring system
the Paragliding Committee has also decided to
drop the admission of the XC league as a
scoring competition in the National Ladder.
The most important reasons for this axing are
the very sparse entries ( I know many pilots
with eligible flights, but maybe they need some
foreign aid in translating their achievements
into coordinates ?) , and most of the pilots who
entered the XC league used the system to earn
double points from competition flights which
had scored them points already.

SKYSAILOR
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Computing the results of three National
competitions, '90 '91 and '92, and of the
Flatlands '91 was straightforward. The first
Nationals, held in Thredbo, have now
depreciated to an A rating, the Bright
Nationals are still scoring a AA rating with
300 points to the winner, and this years
Nationals held at Ben Nevis got a AAA rating.
Last years competitors at the Flatlands are
scoring some small points, although at a
considerably depreciated rate due to the very
short list of pilots.

For the 1992/93 season I look forward to many
more Paragliding competitions, the more
competitions we fly, the more objectively the
National Ladder will give us a true picture of
ranking and achievement. I urge many more
Paraglider pilots to take up the challenge of
participating in competitions. They are a great
way of gaining pilot skills and thus enhancing
every pilots experience for safe flying. And last
but not least competitions are gathering
Paraglider pilots who otherwise rarely meet,
competitions allow us to fly in areas we might
never have flown before and they certainly are
a lot of fun!

The new rating system for National Ladder Points from Paragliding Competitions:

AAA rating
AA rating
A
rating
B

•
•

•
•
•

rating

(Aust. Open)
(Flatlands)
(State/other)
(State/other)

4 rounds min.
3 rounds min.
3 rounds min.
3 rounds min.

15 pilots min.
10 pilots min.
10 pilots min.
10 pilots min.

** min. 5 interstate NL pilots

The maximum points awarded to the winner of a competition is: AAA = 400 points, AA = 300
points, A = 200 points and B = 100 points.
There must be the minimum number of competing pilots for a competition to return the
maximum number of ladder points. If the number of pilots is smaller than the required minimum,
the maximal ladder points for this competition are reduced proportionally to the number of
competing pilots.
For the competition to be valid for National Ladder points, there must be the minimum of flown,
valid rounds.
Each competition will depreciate the following year to the next lower rating. This applies only
twice, hence a competition will count in the Ladder for a maximum of three years.
For a state competition to obtain an A rating, there must be a minimum of 5 interstate National
Ladder pilots competing.

Example: The winner of a National Open receives 400 points in the same ladder year, if more than
15 Australian pilots were competing. For the next ladder year this pilot will still score
300 points.
If only 10 Australian pilots had entered the National Open, the maximum awarded score
for the first year would be 266 points, and for the following year 200 points.

low to clear trees. Turned towards trees, then away from them and down
wind, and hit another tree at ground level, breaking arm .

Accident Report
Pilot:
Rating:
E~perience :

Glider:
Date:
Site:
Weather:
Pilot Injury:
Glider damage:

Chris Drake
Novice
34 hrs, 205 flights, 2 yrs
Aero 150 Race
26/1/92
Bald Hill
15 kts ESE
Broken right humerus (upper arm)
Nil

•
•
•
•

Accident happened because:
Was feeling too confident
Trying to impress friends observing
Did not think to go through in my mind what action to take if I was too
high
Conditions were a bit too strong for this type of landing.

Recommend: You WILL get hurt if you get over confident. Just because
you think to yourself that you are a born flier, doesn't mean you can do
everything.•

Practicing top landings in area above toilet block. After 2 successful but
clumsy landings, my 3rd attempt brought me in too high to land, but too
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ICOM

Count on us!

p;"ne of the largest selling and most

monitor a priority channel (or channels)

. . . popular UHF CRS handheld

every five seconds while listening to another

transceivers in Australia is also one of the

channel.

smallest. The powerfulleom IC-40G is

Other outstanding features include:

packed with features including 5 watt output,

Power Save, which automatically con erves

12 memory channels for quick selection , scan

power during standby conditions; Night

operation, power save, plus the most

Display Light; Dial Lock and Time Out Timer

comprehensive accessory system ava ilable.

for prevention of acc idental continuous

Icoln Challenge the
Belief that Everything
Big is Better

More Powerful Performance.
T o ensure effective performance, the IC-40G

tough, splash and dust resistant membrane

incorporates high sensitivity and full 5 watt

cover, the IC-40G is ideal for professionals,

output power. A Full Scan function

enthusiasts and all outdoor app lications.

repeatedly searches all 40 operating channels

A wide variety of options are also avai lable

to find your desired channel immediately.

including speaker-microphones, headset,

And Memory Scan can sequentially search

battery packs, carrying cases, base charger,

12 memory channels, and skip

power adaptor and an advanced 5-Tone

unwanted channels.

Selective Calling System can be easily

The Best Things In Life

installed at your leom dealer.

Corne In Small Packages
Another function on the compact IC-40G is
Dual W atch. This operat ion allows you to
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transmission. Built rugged and encased in a

For further information call free on (008) 3389 15
or write to Reply Paid 1009 lcom Australia Pty Ltd
P.O.Box 1162 Windsor Victoria 3181
Telephone (03) 529 7582
A.CN. 006 092 575
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Typical Problems Associated with the New Pilot
As Safety Officers our roles go beyond
merely the controlling of flying sites. We
have a lot of responsibility to insure that
safety is paramount at our sites. Our roles
are not to say who should and who should
not fly, but to advise and offer help and
assistance where necessary. This ma y have
to take the form of recommending to someone that the conditions are unsuitable for
their level of experience and that they
should not fly. Also more importantly, new
pilots fresh out of a school need guidance
and possibly reminding of the few basics,
particularly if it's their first time at a new
site. They should be able to produce their
rating card or more importantly their logbook and from this you may be able to
ascertain where they're at. By asking a few
questions you maybe able to work out what
their knowledge base is and what they think
about the conditions and the site. On this
point ask them wha t they think they'd do if
something went wrong ie. the wind drops
and they are not over the beach.
Hopefully you may be able to recognise
a few of the following "typical problems"
that beset the new pilot and help them on
their way to a safe flying career. The
problems that I wish to address are: Overconfidence, Underconfidence, Lack of
knowledge, Lack of Skill, and Hesitation/Freezing up. These problems generally share many of the above traits.

Overconfidence
This is without doubt the most dangerous
problem that a new pilot can face. It
develops fairly early in the students flying
career, whereby he learns easily, has a
reasonable knowledge base and wants to
rush the learning process along. Also they
dislike having to spend any money on tuition as they think you are trying to take
them for a ride by making them do extra
tuition.
Overconfidence is difficult to get rid of as
the only way is for the new pilot to have a
scare or close call. Obviously this is a
highly dangerous situation and needs to be
handled very carefully.
Stressing the dangers of flying too close
to the hilI or below it has to be put across
as an emotional plea to the student's basic
self preservation instinct. He MUST fully
understand the affects of wind gradient and
need to recognise the subtle rolling of the
glider towards the hill and the necessary
strong and aggressive pull-in and roll away
from the hill. Counter-corrections also
have to be emphasised as something that
should be overdone rather than underdone,
again stressing the extreme danger off] ying
back towards the hill.

Overconfident new pilots desiring to soar
in marginal conditions, spell an accident
about to happen - guaranteed! They need
to be set tasks that will demand skill, however remove the
. . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , temptation to soar
VICTORIAN I/ANG CLIDINO ASSOCIATICN INC.

present>

1992 Victorian Paragliding Open
Sunday October 30th to Tuesday 2nd November 1992
(Melbourne Cup Weekend)
to be held in

Telling them of
past instances of previous OC pilots coming
unstuck
sometimes helps ,
however they usually
can't be told.

1m mIT <G IHI '1r
Cross Country tasks to be flown from :
Mystic Bowl (Bright Hill)
Mt. Buffalo
Mt. Emu
The Pines
Buckland Gap (Kurts)
Competition to be held in two calegories .
.
A Grade being open to all and B Grade restricted to novICe pilots .
miry fee: $20 per person before 15th October. $60 per person thereafter

Prizes: Trophies and!:A.SIIJ.
Organizer.;: Ken Mitchelhill and Heinz Bobner

Telephone: (03) 8192717 and (03) 579 1839
Fnter by telephoning the organizers. entry fees payable on the first day of competition.
Remember: Fnlet early and ~
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close to the hill. This
could be a spot landing 'X' marked on
the beach.

New pilots need to
have time limits set
as to how long they
stay up for, as loss of
concentration sets in,
along with fatigue,
and in marginal conditions is disastrous.

SKYSAILOR

Say to them when its marginal "there's
plenty more flying days left in your life and
they're all free! So wait until the conditions pick up a bit and it will be easy".

Underconfidence
Although not as dangerous a pilot as the
OC pilot, they put themselves at risk by not
thinking rationally and clearly whereby
they may hesitate and freeze up when faced
with simple decisions.
These pilots need to be given simple
straight forward tasks that are easy to comprehend and are within the pilots ability.
They must acknowledge that they understand the task and also any alternate options
that may be necessary. Remind them constantly to use their eyes and to look where
they are going. Also they tense up and grip
the bars too tightly whereby they'll either
be pushing out and mushing or pulling in
and overcontrolling. Incorrect shifting of
their weight by "twisting" is also a common
problem. Going hand-in-hand with this is
the need for when they're not getting any
response to pull-in more.
Tandem or Trike flights are an excellent
way for developing confidence as is going
right back to the training slopes and practising TOs and landings. Constantly talking to them throughout their flight is a great
help to them with a thorough debrief and
congratulating them on what they did. This
all helps bolster their confidence.
A good knowledge base is an important
way to help them, as it removes the
"mystery" element whereby if they know
what's going on and if they have the skills,
"what more is there"!
Above all else NEVER trust the underconfident new pilot at least until they have
about 3 hours of airtime under them.
I' m sure you could expand on the above
problems. You may like to contribute your
ideas to Skysailor so all SO and pilots
throughout Australia can benefit.

Stephen Ruffels
Chief Flying Instructor
Eagle School of Hand Gliding.
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Joining the
Harrietville
Club
by Hamish Barker

On the 21st March 1992, I had an experience which really changed my attitude
to paragliding - my first cross-country
flight. Having earned my Paragliding
novice certificate in September 1991, I had
been keen, and flown at every opportunity.
Occasional bouts of a mysterious ailment
on sunny sea breezy afternoons had seen me
absent from my summer workplace, a city
engineering firm. The only cure was to be
found on coastal cliffs or in the air above
them.
The glider on most of those occasions had
been the Monash University HG and
Paragliding Club's Falhawk Neo
paraglider. Unfortunately, my appetite for
a glider of my own, preferably without the
bicep-building handling of the Neo, outweighed my pockets' depth. Thus I came
to purchase a Corrado Challenger. The
new machine was (and is) superb, handles
beautifully, and does not require Schwarzeneggian anns to 360 at min sink. Flying
the club glider had placed a slight strain on
a certain relationship, and with the new
glider came a promise to my girlfriend
Rachael to pay for a Paragliding training
course. Hmm, a wise move?
So, now I had my own glider and was at
a dangerous point in my flying career - the
ten hour mark. Fortunately, I managed to
stay out of trouble and in the air to make it
to the first Annual Paragliding Fun Fly-In
at Bright, clocking up another four hours
and twenty flights before it. The Fly-In was
held over the weekend of March the 21st22nd. The aim of the weekend was to have
Lun with fancy-dress flying (including
such costumes as a bumblebee, a witch, a
French maid with blow-up man, and a
s cuba diver), general flying, landing
comps, and a big barbecue booze-up.
The bit which I enjoyed most was the
general flying bit. On the Saturday I had a
nice thermal flight for about 1 liz hours,
g etling up to 4,500 feetASL. Thatwas my
personal best, until Sunday came along ...
We had already done a fancy-dress fly for
the TV cameras, and it was getting on to
eleven o'clock when I finally managed to
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bum a lift up to launch at Mystic
Bowl, Bright. Gentle cycles were
coming up the face, but no-one was
launching, as there were no "winddummies" showing where the lift was
(or where it wasn't). "Well, I'm not
going to sit around here all day", I
thought, as I unrolled my glider and
buckled my harness. A quick reverse
deployment into a thermal cycle saw
me going up, but only slowly. I did a
few figure-eights in front of launch
when the va rio said up, and then
started circling. The beeps kept coming for about a thousand feet or so, by
which time I didn't care what happened as I was already a happy little
vegemite. A quick search along the
ridge found another thermal, and a
few thermals later the alti was showing 4,500 feet ASL. This was great, I
thought, and then the thought of a
cross-country flight occurred to me. I
resolved to give Harrietville a go if I
got to 5,000 feet. A real washingmachine of a thermal later and I began
the glide across Wandiligong valley.
A nice round cumie was waiting above
the ridge on the opposite side of the valley,
and sure enough the vario said up with a
capital "U" when I got under it. The rest of
the flight along the ridge to my goal was
just awesome as far as I was concerned.
This was real flying - alone, up there and
on the way somewhere for the first time. A
big tree-filled valley at the end af the ridge
was no problem with the height I had, and
I found myself over Harrietville with 1,500
feet to burn off. Where to land, hmm? The
cricket ground looked good. After double
checking for power poles and cricketers, I
began turning to burn off the height. A
careful figure-eight approach was in order,
as there was no way I wanted to spoil a

>

Hamish Barker - photo Rachael Bain
photo Hamish Barker

super flight with a bad landing. Little bubbles of lift floated of the oval, teasing me to
stay up. A nice spot landing on the cricket
pitch, and I was down.
It was hard to wipe the smile off my face
as I hitch-hiked back to Bright. Geoff
White, a local paraglider pilot, greeted me
at the pub "Welcome to the Harrietville
club".
The topo map shows the distance to the
cricket ground as about 18 kilometres. Not
all that far, but far enough for me. The
flight has spurred me on to greater commitment to the sport, and I've since become
secretary of the Monash University HG and
PG club. Who knows where I'll get to next
summer. •

~
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10th Anniversary

Flatlands '93
FORBES, AUSTRALIA

<

Competition Dates

20th - 29th January, 1993
Conditions of Entry:

* $165 entry fee (discount of $15 if paid before end Oct)
* Min. of 4 pilots per team paid to allocate strip
Sponsors Welcome
SKYSAILOR

Entries:
Lynne Giffin
Court Street
Forbes NSW 2871

AUSTRALIA
Tel: 068-522899
Fax: 068-52 3481
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ginall y less impor- r;::==========================================::::;)
tance, the grand J{e areamea of frying at 'l(ain60w,
seduction. This was
:from tfie very first aay fie trainea.
necessary because,
much to my dismay, :frying witfi fiis mates 'Burt ana Cfiooc/(p,
she had been brought 9£ow onry Sunsliine remainea.
up properly. She was
by Robin Dawson
good to be seen with It was onry a few {(pots tfiat aay,
Motorcycles have got a lot to answer for.
and when we were 'But fie 6rougfit fiis new X'T from fiome,
They were the ultimate way to travel when
with her both Percy
I was young and boy did you look cool. But
It was a sigfit to 6efioU tfiey say,
and I were filled with
to look cool meant you often got cold - the
pride. So we packed "£001(' tfiey criea, "It's tfie frying gnome .
old wind-chill factor. One day it all caught
the car with food, ~=============================================..J
up with me - I was bursting for a leak. Then
thermals and so maintained height Then
champagne, video camera, glider and haranother and another. These days a couple ness with lots of flu oro and set off for the
there was a good strong one, my first, and
of beers means I get more exercise than
I couldn't believe it, I just kept going up and
little country farmhouse I had booked not
Cliff Young to-ing and fro-ing from the
up. Be it through fear or excitement whenfar from the airfield. On Friday night I was
gents. And Percy gets lots of practise at his
ever I advanced in flying it always took me
the perfect gentleman and had decided to
second favourite function. But it doesn't
time to work out what I'd done and when I
let the hang-gliding, which I felt was the
need a couple of beers to get me going. No,
most seductive of sports, do my talking for worked out I was now really high somea simple cold spell will do the trick. If Percy
thing else clicked. I was freezing. Abme.
got paid he'd have been on overtime years
solutely bloody freezing. Everything.
Sally felt my "no booze the night before
ago.
Hands, head, everything. Oh yes, the bladflying" announcement was admirable and
der as well. I was bursting. I had always
Then I discovered hang-gliding, the abshe learned how to use the video and we
been able to think clearly in a crisis and a
solute ultimate way to travel. New glider,
planned where we would fIlm the take-off
quick look told me there was no nearby
new harness (one of the front opening type)
and landing. Saturday was going to be the
dunny or even a tree. With only seconds to
with lots of fluoro - boy was I cool. All my
best day of my life so far.
spare
I opened the harness with lots of
parents knew about it was what I wrote in
in
a
cloudless
sky
and
at
The
sun
shone
fluoro, my trousers and oh, what relief. If
my letters home and I decided that when I
was good enough I'd have a flight videoed the airfield there were six or seven other only I'd been flying over Parliament
House ...
and send it to them. So I did all that student pilots with their gliders, their families and
and novice stuff and got a few hours of any number of video cameras. The adI could see the airfield in the distance. At
air-time under my belt. I was still learning vanced pilots were towed up first and least I was too far away for any detail to be
to catch thermals when a perfect oppor- scratched around for the early thermals.
seen! And then the ecstasy ofthe relief was
Soon it was my tum and Sally was in positunity arose.
gone. Better put Percy away. It was then I
tion. I tried to smile for the camera but the
realised my hands were just too cold to
I had met a girl who I was very keen on
only good part of towing in my opinion is
move. And they hurt, they really hurt. I
and planned a weekend away which inthe release. It was good to be flying again
pulled the base bar in hard and the airfield
cluded the hang-gliding, video and, of marand I managed to briefly catch a couple of
rushed toward me. With the cold I must
have been on autopilot because I headed for
Greg Williams from Monash Uni HG & PG Club at Bright
the landing marker beside which Sally lay
photo Hamish Barker
with the camera recording everything. At
200 feet I could just feel things warming
slightly. Some furious leg movements and
the harness with lots of fluoro opened and
my landing legs popped out. Sally looked
beautiful and seemed to grow more beautiful the nearer I got and she was my woman
- or at least she would be tonight. Percy and
I filled with pride ... NO! NOT NOW!
PLEASE PERCY, NOT NOW!

Percy's First
Thermal

I landed 4 feet away from her, Percy 3 feet
4 inches away (well it was cold). She
screamed and called me a pervert. I always
dress warmly when flying now, gloves,
balaclava etc. I learned my lesson. My
parents are yet to receive a hang-gliding
video but Sally says they will if I ever try
to contact her. •
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State, Club and Region News
Queensland

to Dave for all the running around to organise the vehicles.
If you want to come along next year, it's
not too early to book your accommodation
at the Chalet, as they were booked out well
in advance this year.

I understand that the Kyogle flyin went
well also, and that good progress was made
at the regional meeting. Thanks to Ron and
Val for holding the flag on behalf of the
club.

Sunshine Coast Hang
Gliding Club
Club members have been driving near
and far for some good flying days.
At the end of May a towing weekend was
held at the Wondai airport. The Wondai
airport has a high standard grass airstrip
with a shorter cross strip. The airstrip has
landing lights which made the atmosphere
of flying there quite different from your
average cow paddock. Approximately
ninety tows were performed using both the
Club's winch and Stan Roy's. Although
conditions were too stable for any XC
flights, the weekend was voted a success by
all who attended. Thanks to Mark Savage
for arranging the approvals and the winch
men, Dave, Stan and especially Bruce who
hung on to the boot of Stan's car for the
entire weekend, resulting in many a safe
tow.
The Queen's Birthday long weekend in
June saw most of the club head off to Eungella for the annual pilgrimage with others
going to Kyogle for the regional fly in and
meeting.
Ten pilots and another ten friends drove
to Eungella in convoy - just like the song.
Most pilots had excellent flies with the
drive being well worth the effort. One unnamed President emptied the contents of
his stomach over Pinnacle and then overshot the landing paddock to land on his head
next to the road - lucky no damage. Thanks
to Jean for the sandwiches and coffee on the
trip, and a special thanks to North Coast
Nissen and Town and Country Toyota, both
of Gympie, who sponsored the club with
two vehicles for the trip. This type of support is worth its weight in gold. Thanks also
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The annual club elections were held at the
last meeting at Coolum, hosted by Ian and
Cathy Edmunds. Cathy cooked up a culinary delight, and it has been decided that
the entire club will tum up for dinner every
Saturday till next June, thanks Ian and
Cathy.
A few new faces were seen, welcome to
Jeremy and Paul, and a new face which was
really an old recycled face re-appeared. I
thought it was that elusive Paul Carter, but
I couldn't be sure under all that hair. The
club executive for the forthcoming year is:
Ron Rimkus
Rob Keen
Deb McArthur

President:
Secretary:
Treasurer:

As always Cookie is the V.P. Thanks to
Dave and Rob for another year of good
work and welcome to Debbie.

The next meeting at Balderick's place at
Tewantin will have a viewing of the holiday
slides so please come along anyway.
Nose down, wings level and run hard every time. Ron Rimkus, President

New South Wales

HANG GLIDING CLUB
BYRON BAY
The June long weekend saw us all off to
Kyogle for our regional flyin and regional
AGM. Some 40 pilots attended. Saturday
was the best day's flying with some of us
making 30 kms in patchy 300 up blue conditions.
A few satisfying local performances with
Shirley Lake on her flrst XC flight in her
new XT 145. Myself equal 2nd on the day
with Dave Angus and Greg Newnham a
couple of kms back up the road.
The SE Qld Regional AGM was held on
the Sunday night. The general feeling of the
meeting was that Phil Pritchard and Mike
Zupanc are more than adequately fulfllling
their tasks as President and Regional Examiner/Safety Co-ordinator. They are
doing an excellent job and deserve all the
support we can give them.

Forthcoming events will be the regional
fly in and meeting which will be held in the
latter half of August or early September at
Kenilworth with a date to be advised.
Another tow weekend will be held at Wondai in spring,
with the pos-~==================================================~

Hook Knives

sibility of
making it a
two day com-

at an affordable price -

!:~itionk~~~
w hat

you

prefer.
As this edition
of
Skysailor
goes to printI
hope I'm in
one piece
somewhere in
Europe with a
glider which
is likewise.

Ir;:]A '

~

only $5 each! plus $1.50 p&p I ~1
0

Will cut webbing or rope up to 5mm thick

0

Blade is replaceable with standard razor blade

o

Holders now also available (elastic/velcro) only $2

I

!

Peter Bolton
Adelaide Hang Gliding School
13 Percy St, Prospect SA 5082

I

Ph: 08 2694711

I

v

j
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I

Whether you land in the surf, have to deploy your I'
'chute in strong winds or have a tow release
malfunction, there's no excuse not to own one at \___"/_--'this price!

o
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State, Club & Re ion News continued •••

...

Phil and Mike were back in Byron a week ~~~~~=:-_~~~~::='~ ~
later for the Safety Officer workshop which
we all felt to be productive and enjoyable. '"'-iii.~.
The new multiple choice licence exams
really gets a thumbs up, taking a real burden
Stanwell Park Snippets
off the conscientious examiner and hopeDear members, friends and associates
fully improving the performance of the This edition of Stanwell Snippets is brought
"she'll be right, I'll sign you off" brigade.
to you by the club's Fondue Appreciation
Don't forget the raffle for the Lois Lane Sub-committee. In recent weeks near
shoes - see me or Shirley on the hill or at hysteria has swept through the club (like a
the meetings.
fish fondue through your alimentary canal)
following the SENSATIONAL offer of
FREE
paragliding lessons for all current
New fax number for
and intending Safety Officers from a local
Skysailor
ace paragliding guru (ph 674570 before
7am). This was one outcome of a highly
successful Southern Region Safety
New School
Officers ' Workshop hosted recently by the
Joe Scott has commenced operations out of club.
Tyagarah airstrip, phone 842616. This
Half of the club is overseas flying at the
should mean a great boost to our sport in
moment, the other halfhave stayed home to
this area with instruction, aero towing and
honour bizarre eating rituals. We are curJoe's drive and enthusiasm. We can now rently digesting a large fish and chocolate
look forward to lots of towing, getting tow
fondue and we need to go outside for a
endorsements, trike lessons etc etc.
while .. so .. . b-bye ... 'til ... next month ...

066285117

Red Streamers are now compulsory for
all novice pilots at all sites. So with the
winter slow down in flying now is the time
to upgrade your licence. Make the time,
make the effort, the knowledge gained in
getting a higher licence will serve you well!

Also think about maintenance. Have you
replaced those side wires within the last 75
hours? Don't pay for negligence the hard
way - with an accident.

Rodney Stoddart

Phew! We're back! You will no doubt
have noticed the confrontationist attitude of
Channel 7 in axing Get Smart from its Sunday timeslot. Of course, we will not be
taking this lying down, and we ask all
HGFA members to immediately write to
the Minister for Communications or your
local Member demanding its immediate
reinstatement. This oppressive behaviour
can not be tolerated. Thank you for your
concern.

Ken & Robin at Redrock - photo Heinz Bobner
". """""',- - -..........v...,

Kosciusko Alpine
Paragliding Club

K
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Well as they say in the classics, "All good
things must come to an end"! At leastIhope
the newsletter over the past two years has
been a good thing and has been enjoyed by
all club members, as I will no longer be
producing it. With the business and
residence in Thredbo sold, I will be moving
to Tooma where I will be concentrating on
the new business plus my paragliding
school Tooma Flyers.
Producing the newsletter has been both
informative and fun for me and has been
something I think enjoyed by many pilots
around Australia as well as club members.
I hope that there will be someone else in the
club who will continue with it as it is an
important tool in keeping the club together
and informing members of the happenings
in the rest of the paragliding world. I will
still be producing a Paragliding Newsletter
of a sort and will keep you informed of its
format and reason through Skysailor.
Finally I wish the club success for the
future and extend an invitation to all members to visit us in Tooma and enjoy some of
the best flying around with hills from 600
ft to 3000 ft, all within a half to one hour
drive.
Best regards to all
Stuart Andrews, PO Box 9, Tooma NSW
2642, Ph/Fx: 069 48446l.

Victoria

VHGA Committee Report
The VHGA Non Annual Dinner Dance is
on Friday 11th September 1992, please support it. See advert in this edition of
Skysailor.
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VHGA Safety and Training Seminar,
15/16 August 1992. Venue is the Sport and
Aviation Assoc of Australia, 265 Queens
Pde, Clifton Hill, Melbourne. It's finally
organised and it's free, be there, enjoy the
camaraderie and learn something. The program commences at 9 am Saturday 15th
with Pilot Certificate Exams in the new
multiple choice format The rest of the
weekend covers: inland (XC) flying, safety,
parachute deployment, and introduction to
competition flying.
The Victorian Paragliding Open is
proposed for October 31st to November 3rd
1992 in the Bright area. Back up days are
being considered.
The VHGA Avalon Airshow Committee
has received offers of support, for flight
display participation as well as the more
lowly booth manning from nearly every
school and instructor in Victoria. At this
stage the VHGA/HGFA looks likely to
have a 5 minute flight envelope. The trick
will be to optimise the time.

Very important notices
The owner of the bombout of Buangor
launch has limited his property to ADVANCED PILOTS ONLY. The owner,
Mr Kevin Wilde has long been a friend to
hang gliding in the Mt Cole area. He has not
taken this action lightly but has done so out
of concern over the recent tragic accident at
the Buangor site. The sad loss of a young
life.
Kevin's action has compelled the VHGA
to restrict the Buangor site to Advanced
pilots or risk losing this most important site
altogether. Please observe this new site
rating and amend your site guides accordingly.

Paragliding especially
Elmhurst Ridge is closed to all forms of
flying until end of November due to track
access damage.

John Twomey, Secretary VHGA

~.~ ~

PARAGLIDING
MELBOURNE

Skyhigh Paragliding Club
It was a perfect winter day, fairly rare

down here so everyone wanted to fly and
turned up at Portsea. Conditions were light
which meant that the available ridge area
was very limited. There were fortunately no
hang gliders in the area; they had already
given up and gone elsewhere.
There are three issues I want to raise from
this busy afternoon's flying. Firstly, let's
talk about the rules of flight, common sense
and courtesy in the air. Yes, loyal listeners,
I've sa id it all before and I'll keep on sa ying
it until the message sinks in, so here goes.
The rules of flying with others on ridges are
simple so if you are not 100% certain, go
and study them now. This particular afternoon most people were doing the rightthing
but one person was flying dangerously. He
eventually caused another pilot to crash
onto the ridge. This pilot was ~ not to
be injured but he spent an hour getting his
glider out of the bushes (lost flying time)
and 3 hours the next day untangling his
lines - he was not impressed!

The offending pilot was a lift hog and
would not give wa y on the ridge to oncoming gliders, forcing them over the back or
out the front into the path of on, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , coming pilots who were doing the
FREE FREE FREE, Powered Hang Gliding, right thing. This pilot seemed to be
Hang Gliding & Paragliding information & scared of being waked by other
advice on; Insurance, equipment standards, gliders and would fly an unprecertification, training, certified instructors, dictable course to avoid wake.
competitions, operations manuals, pilot
Once again this would force other
certificates,
endorsements,
membership,
pilots to take evasive action. If you
examinations, towing,
merchandise,
don't
like getting waked then fly
seminars,
events,
aviation orders,
somewhere
else!
regulations, log books, regional and club

contacts, site maintenance, becoming a
Safety Officer, examiner or Instructor, etc
etc etc ...
Hang Gliding Federation of Australia,
Tel/Fax 069 472888
July 1992

This pilot would also tum sharply behind a pilot making a tum at
the end of a beat. This is dangerous
and frustrating as the leading
glider doesn't expect the follow-
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ing glider to tum inside it. This pilot would
do this all the time. A glider would come
out of a tum at the end of a beat expecting
a clear run down the ridge only to find this
mug had turned inside him and spoilt his
run. On busy days pilots must follow the
established "beat" and stick to it; any deviation is dangerous.
Now I don't really want to single out one
person and pick on him but as an example
of someone doing a bad job in the air, he
was a perfect example!
Victorian Safety Officers met recently to
discuss the new guidelines, duties and
responsibilities. One of the main topics was
site management. Safety officers will now
exercise more control on busy days at
popular sites. Everyone must be aware of
the dangers of numbers in the air and use
their common sense before launching, this
is especially important if there are hang
gliders flying. Remember if we are not
responsible enough to control our flying
then restrictions will be imposed upon us
and we don't want that.
Finally remember all Novice pilots must
now fly a red streamer when airborne. This
gives other pilots a chance to give you more
air space.
Sorry this seems so negative but I see
them as positive and constructive comments. This season will be busier than ever
so we have all got to watch it and get it right
in the air.
Keep it up, Robin Gauld

The SAHGA Saga

5AHGA

Howdy, croweaters. The Queen's
Birthday weekend saw a fair tum out of
about 25 pilots for the annual SAHGA
winter flyin. It was good to see pilots from
as far afield as Roxby Downs atthe "event".
A slight lack of organisation meant that the
sausage sizzle did not take place. Stu
Brown got the presidential tractor bogged
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in the morning and was late getting to Cape
Jervis with the BBQ. Meanwhile Gary
Fimeri went to Sellicks with the sausages,
where it was also on.
Woody, who only seems to fly twice a
year these days, but always brings good
weather with him, was the only one to do
the coast run to Lady Bay. Rick Wilson also
flew as far as Rapid head by jellyfish but
didn't want to risk crossing the bay and
possibly have to re-name the Wayne Blackmore trophy the "Rick Wilson Trophy".
Meanwhile at Sellicks itwas lightbutlifty
with about 15 pilots present, probably the
biggest gathering there in as many years.
Due to the notoriously restricted and rotory
top landing zone, the spot landing comp did
not take place (although Paul Kelley puIJed
off a safe landing on top). A certain hang
gliding school proprietor was disappointed
at this since he had brought his stocks of
spare uprights with him.
On the paragliding front, Rick "Sea
Breeze" Wilson has renamed his school and
has embarked on a radio advertising campaign for it. Apparently a gentleman named
"Froggy" has recently arrived in SA to set
up another school. The "para-punters' have
flown from the 1500' launch at Horrocks
for a sled ride courtesy of Dean Herde's
jeep. Reportedly Dean is fitting racks to his
jeep to ferry hangies up there as well - at a
price of course - and has accommodation as
well.

It will be great to be able to fly this site
again even if it costs a bit and access is
restricted. It remains to be seen how easy it
will be to get up from 2/3 rds of the way up
the hill.
An obstacle has arisen to the Tunkalilla
lease in that the previous landowner has
written to the Council complaining about
our impact on the land, forcing us to make
a planning application for it. This brings the
whole matter under question again but if
our application is successful then the site
will be even more secure than before. It
may even start to appear on maps etc as
"Tunkalilla Flight Park".
Chris "Space" Hunter has returned from
the USA, having escaped the LA riots and
test-flown all the top Yankee machines.
He's also taken his limited edition Combat
2 for its maiden flight from the ATOM
platform.
We are trying to resurrect the Vic/SA
Challenge Trophy which has not been con-
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tes ted
for
several years.
Could it take
place
at
weekends at
Mt Cole, combined with the
Vic closed
comp, for instance, or possibly a tow
launched
comp somewhere half
way
like
Nhill?
Gunter launch near Bishop, Owens Valley '91 US Nationals
Speaking of
photo Geoff Dossetor
competitions,
To those of you who attended the DalwalDetriment Meaningless is rumoured to be
linu Hang Gliding Club's quiz night, the
interested in running the next State comps.
club
thanks you. Possibly the largest event
We all believe he has the right qualities for
of
it's
kind in the southern hemisphere, and
a comp director and should be given the job,
the
coffers
have billowed to such propordespite the fierce competition for it.
tions that the winter training camp in the
Keep hanging in there, Ace Udo-Nimb
Bahamas may notbe a dream much longer.
More such events and activities are on the
whiteboard as we speak and not all to raise
money. We do need to finance our Mercurial pursuit but sometimes it's nice to just
kick back and swill cocktails.
I don't know who you are but by now the
new office bearers for the HGAWA will
have been elected. Well done to each of
you. The advent of more clubs with new
pilots to perpetuate their existence should
see us going from strength to strength.
Dearest Airheads
Another month drifts past and here I sit,
poised above the page, swollen with information about flying and associated stuff.
To prioritise, congrats go to Cath and
Glen Jones on the birth of their son Adam.
Will the responsibility of fatherhood
prevent Glen from flying and if so, how will
we tell the difference? (only joking) It's
wonderful news, all the best to the three of
you.
As far as flying goes, the long weekend
saw pilots in both Dalwallinu and
Geraldton. The latter saw some damage to
both man and craft. It's unfortunate that by
trying to keep your skills honed through
winter that this should happen. It is so important to stay in touch so that come the
time when you're spiralling skyward at a
rate where individual beeps bleed to a
monotone you feel totally comfortable and
relaxed.
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That's it for now. Short I know, so to
avoid the same thing happening again how
about the occasional phone call guys. I
don't want to get into the situation where
the only news I write is about the Dali Club
because of my connections. This article is
here to represent the people who fly in WA.
That's you, regardless of who you are. Take
advantage of having a national platform to
say your piece. Think about it the next time
you wonder why something hasn ' t been
mentioned. Maybe it is because ~ didn 't
mention it. Stay in touch, we 'll all benefit.
Since being in a glider is a predominantly
male populated sport, it should be quite
natural to rush and tell everyone if you get
itup.
I think I'll leave you with that. Hang loose
David Cobbold
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Buzzard 532 Arrow II wing original owner with log
book since new this trike is fitted with AirBorne
tow system altimeter head temp gauge +
parachute all on custom built trailer priced at only
$8000 this is the best value for money trike available call me anytime on 018 494505; can also
help with lessons and delivery
AirBorne Trike 503 Rotax Arrow I wing trailer ex
cond $6500 also
Moyea GTS 170 (Int) red & white v gd cond with
cocoon harness & helmet $650 ph Steve 049
635316
Folll50B (Int) round uprights It blue US $1200
also
PA ChU1e just repacked $350 also
Ball 651 varlo $450 also
Pod harness green suit 5'9"-6' $250 ph 049
523187 after 6pm
Sjostrom hang gliding vario brand new unused,
must sell $700 ono ph 042 674570

Lost 1 yellow Moyes pod in black bag; 1 Ball 651
vario & white helmet membership no. 44426. Left
across road from takeoff at Rosin's Lookout,
Beechmont aid 6.30 pm Sat night 9.5. 92. Reward
offered. Ph 07 2736113 or 02 7446376 AH
Stolen Air Support harness & chute grey with
red trim, red backpack Sky instruments flightdeck
Electrophone handheld Ser. # 7250367 ph Andy
Potter 07 3672165 H, 2286605 W

NEW SOUTH WALES
Foil 160B Race (Int) white reas cond flys well
$1000 ph Bob 049 499199
Trike engine 503 Rotax complete with exhaust
& air filter $2200 ono ph Wayne 049 292175 AH
Foil C 152 (adv) ex cond $300 ono or will swap
for gd int glider ph Ross 049 431900, 018687020
GTR 151 WB (int) blue LE turquoise & magenta
US gd 1st high perf glider in gd cond $1,050 ph
Hayden 066 884148
XS 155 (adv) gd cond 3 yrs old new side wires
$1000 ph 027921332
Backpack Cocoon harness suit 5'8" $100 also
Chute gd cond $280 ph Carol 066 858 673
Gyro 145 (Nov) blue LE white MS gd cond exc
for small pilots $1000 ph Shirley 066 857147 BH

emergency opened inspected & professionally
re-packed mint cond $350 ph Yves & Catherine
02 8883602 AH or 8712468
GTR 148 (Nov) swiss tube glider v light 25 kg v
gd cond new side wires perf for smaller pilot
graduating from training glider $1200 ph Andrew
042943665
Blitz 146 (Adv) purple TS fluoro yellow LE & 1st
panel white 2nd panel kevlar TS ex cond $3700
ono ph 049 526420 or contact Air Borne 049
499199
XS Easy (Int) grey & white wing with fluoro pink
LE speed bar v gd cond only 24 hrs airtime
desperate to sell $2000 ono ph Martin 02
9682947
Paragllder Edel Aero new cond only 8 hrs airtime incl harness & backpack carry bag bargain
at only $1000 ph Brad on 049 497304
Aero 150 (Nov) grey LE red pink US gd cond with
spare upright $1900 ono ph Todd 049 612551
Sting 166 (Int) in gd cond grey LE _orange/blue
LE also
Wanted Blitz 146 ph David Mead 049 631530
AH or 512444 W

Lindsay Ruddock L.R2 altimeterlvario radio
shielded 2oo00ft digital altimeter adjustable aNH
& aFE vario with separately adjustable climb and
sink alarms stable reliable & simple to operate ex
cond $450 contact David Phillips on 02 41761 n
W, 9530570 H
GTR 148 (Int) Swiss tube throughout only 25 kg
dk blue It blue & white in gd cond & flies well never
bent more than an upright perfect for lighter int
pilot &much cheaper than an Aero/XT/Sting
$1200 ph Andrew 042 943665
Moyes >Cact harness pink & black "The Bullet"
suit 5'10"-5'11" $400 ono ph Derrick 042 942305
GTR 162 VG (Int) speed bar batten profile faired
kingpost hand mittens reasonable cond plus pod
harness Blackhawk med v gd cond plus Thommen altimeter with Hummingbird varlo gd cond
$1100 ono for the lot giving up sport ph Dennis
066252044
Foil 160B (Int) fluoro orange mylar LE black &
orange US aerofoil uprights & kingpost $1150
ono also
Blitz 155 (Int) grey LE grey & red US 1 summer
old $2600 ono ph Len 068 537220
World Beater 162 (Int) fluoro pink LE yellow US
white MS v gd cond $1550 also
GT 170 (int) green & gold gd cond $350 also
Moyes pod blue & yellow $250 or $150 with a
glider ph Bill 02 9692691

Tandem launch at North Brother, MidNth Coast - Robyn Cullen

Sky Systems bug harness suit 5 '9" pilot also PA
Chute also ICOM IG 40 UHF + Foil 155 fair cond
bargain $1200 the lot or will separate ph 063
441587
Ball 651 dual scale variometer/altimeter with
safety wire & ball clamp, near new $500 also
Flying suit black & red made by Dave Goodall
Jumpsuits converts to parachuting jump suit with
attachment of formation - freefalling straps (supplied) suit pilot 6' tall beautifully warm $180 ono
ph Alaric or Anna on 049 430674
Swap Harley Davidson 89 Softail Springer
47,000 kilometres ex cond worth $16000 for 2
seater certified trike ph Ron 068 290440
GTR 170 (Int) with VG & speed bar red LE white
& yellow sail spare base bar, Ball varlo & alt
harness & chute in carry bag, 3 ch CB 55 hrs all
ex cond $2000 ph 02 5333643
Emergency parachute for paragliding APCO
Mayday 23 sq m square bag never used in
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Black Magic paragllder with 3 riser system fitted
approx 20-25 hrs flying time gd cond incl harness
$1800 ono ph 042 841344 BH

Foil Combat 152C (adv) fluoro yellow pacific blue
US white LE & MS low hrs as new cond $2800
also
Chute High Energy Sport $300 also
Scott Racer harness front entry slider cleats
green fluoro yellow suit 5'8" approx as new $400
ph Chris 042 942545

XS 142 (adv) dk blue LE It blue & grey US king
post hang ex cond $2500 ph Trevor 066 793404

L_____________________________
:Market
Place continued ... J:

o

Mars 170 (nov) red & white gd cond $900 also
Probe 175 (int) yellow & white gd cond $600 ph
Peter Stokes 049 772273
Moyes XS 169 (adv) flown once ex as new cond
fins & spare upright It blue LE yellow & dk blue
US power rib $3600 also
Moyes XT 165 (Int) new cond 10 hrs It blue LE
yellow & dk blue US spare uprights $2300 ph Bob
Loudon 02 9385330
Winch 1500 cc semi-auto VW motor 800 metres
of 5/32 stainless cable leader & parachute. Cable
drum is fully enclosed for safety & is tangle proof
automatic cable feed out & feed in breaking system as a result the cable can be towed out without
a second operator at the winch. Winch has disc
brakes duel callipers solid differential DC tow load
metretacho separate radio compartment full canvas cover all on a well built trailer. This machine
was built for durable trouble free operation requiring only one operator. Ideal for use where paddock size is limited or rough terrain makes towing
impossible. Can even be used across fence lines
with addition of a free wheeling wire guide!
$3250 for more info ph Doug 042 617979 or
Bruce 042 378557
Aero 170 (int) yellow LE pink/grey/white US gd
cond $2200 ono ph 02 9487032
Foil Combat 152 (Int) gd cond $2500 066
834678

AirBorne trike Buzzard 532 Arrow II with chute
trailer & tow system 65 hrs v gd cond $8000 ph
049631840
Foil 160B Cutaway Racer (int) white orange &
blue $1600 ono ph 02 5217931 AH
Foil 1SOB (int) gd cond flies nicely $1000 ph 042
942212 AH
Trike engine 503 Rotax complete with exhaust
& air filt"er and trike wing Arrow II $4200 the lot
will freight anywhere ph 049 292175

Moyes Mars 170 (Nov) blue LE & US gold TS
white TE flies straight &trim gd cond $900 inspect
Brisbane ph Cameron McNeill 08 2713686 H,
2127277W
Aero 170 (Nov) 30 hrs pink/blue/white gd cond
$2100 ph Nick 075 366113
Wanted flying suit for 6'1 " pilot ph Pat 079739414
Moyes GT 170 (Int) low hrs gd cond no further
use a bargain at $850 ph 074 41 6832
Esprit 158 (Int) maroon LE & US proven XC
performer in gd cond an absolute bargain at only
$400 ph Ian Maclean 070 321392

SOUTH AUSTRALIA

GTR 162 (Int) orange LE yellow & white US with
speed barvgd condwell cared for$1200 ph Hugh
018881771

Mission 170 (Int) 10 hrs grey LE & fluoro orange
& white US gd cond gd buy $2500 ono ph 08
3644841 AH

Traveller's World bank Sony radio receiver in
as-new cond price $250 ph 074 429315

Vision Eclipse 184 (Suncoast) (Int) ideal intermediate glider forthe larger pilot low hrs v gd cond
faired safe-edge uprights, no keel pocket spare
parts still available at reasonable rates priced to
sell at $1350 also Foil Combat 152 (Adv) ex-Carl
Braden World's glider '91 white trilam LE fluoro
yellow & grey US sleeved LE extended X-bars
extra half-battens $2500 also
Foil Combat 139 (Adv) as new only 10 days flying
white trilam LE pink & yellow US quick to set up
no half battens $3700 ph Peter Bolton (08)
2694711
W.B. W.B. W.B. World Beater 162 (Int) pink &
blue & white looks good goes great; I love this
glider, I don't know why I'll let it go for ... oops! I
dropped my price $200 to $1300 this is a crazy
bargain for a sky ship that's always at the top of
the stack Jules 08 2611902 evenings

PA Back-up Chute as new PA lightweight $300
also
Flash harness many extras low drag $200 02
302255 ph William White

Foil 1 SOB (int) gd cond pink lE pink & blue US
$850 ph Peter Hood 085 789032

Gyro 180 (nov) complete with hang harness gd
cond $750 ph Brian 065 628503

Wanted Arrow II wing ph 071 552417

AirBorne Winds ports Buzzard trike with pod &
long range tanks Arrow II wing large tyres late
model 503 & Brolga prop gd cond $8000 ono ph
Shane 068 521985 AH

novice glider, student/novice to obtain instructor's
OK before buying $1700 ph 07 2733489

QUEENSLAND
Aero 170 (int) 30 hrs pink/blue/white gd cond
$2100 ph Nick 075366113
Moyes Mission 150 (int) ex cond 76 hrs faired
uprights & king post the Mission 150 is a hot

Japanese rice fields are not always the best landing zones!

Aero 170 (Int) 35 hrs young blue & white $2000
UHF radio new battery pack & mic $290 ph Jill
070382066 W, 381425 AH
Moyes GTR 162 (Int) 1 owner batten pattern &
manual gd cond $1000 ph Pete 074 461722
Folll60B ex-Graham Hall Sunshine Coast Club
black red & white new uprights v gd cond complete with 6' cocoon harness parachute varlo
& batten profiles $1250 also
Bandit purpose built trainer kite completion with
apron-trapeze harness new uprights & sidewires
suit beginner gd cond $250 also
CB 200 complete with original upright & semiprone harnesses still in flying cond suit someone
with historical interest $50 ph Julian 071 611303
or 611784 AH genuine reason for sale
GTR Race 162 (Int) blue LE & US v gd cond never
pranged ph Ron 074 821664
GTR Race 162 (Int) white with blue lE fair cond
$1000 ono also
XS 155 (Adv) It blue MS fluoro green & white US
in gd cond $2000 ono also
cocoon harness approx 5'6" red $60 also
Moyes lookallke pod harness suit 5'8"-6' $150
ph Scott 018 755322 or 075 762225
XS 155 (adv) dk blue lE fluoro lime & white US
king post hang gd cond $2000 ph c/- Dave Cookman 074 498573
Tandem paragllder Advance Alpha Biplace
proven safety & performance one of the top tandem paraglider on the market built to last v gd
cond reluctant sale at $2500 ph 074 442324
Buzzard trike Arrow II 532 engine good cond 70
hrs LE green/yellow US must sell! $9000 ono also
Suncoast pod harness suit 5'8"-5'11" med pilot
grey & gold new cond easy entry & exit $500 also
one PA chute never used $250 also
Borgelt vario (all singing all dancing) built in
polar battery charger total energy probe averager
netto vario as new $800 ph Bob 074 490065
Sprite 170 (nov) perffor beginner pilot red &white
low hrs ex cond with harness & helmet $1800 ph
073557723
Moyes backpack cocoon harness large suit
6'3"-6'7 " gd cond $100 ono ph 079 793414
Swap my Combat 152C for Combat 139 in
similar gd cond or plus cash adjustment ph 079
793414
XT 155 (adv) pink blue & yellow warp sail & LE
nice glider $1800 plus
GTR 162 VG (int) orange & white sail & 2 spare
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addit radio pocket red & black $570 can freight
interstate ph Warwick 03 3372226
Moyes Mission (int) only 8 hrs as new orange LE
green US speed bar reluctant sale $2500 also
techn icolour Cocoon harness suit 6' gd cond
$100 ph Simon Coburn 057 937430 AH

ACT
Sjostrom Varlo/altimeter in brand new cond
only used a few times dual batteries averager
case & instruction perf for hang or paragliding
$550 also
XS 142 (adv) gd cond one owner flys great white
LE white MS flu oro yellow US never bent genuine
sale $2200 ono 06 2979081 leave message

WA
uprights $500 will pay freight on both gliders ph
Craig 079724253 W, 737892 H
Combat 152 (adv) gd cond owner going OS 2 yrs
old $2500 ono ph Andy 07 3672165 H 2286605
W

VICTORIA
Paraglider Swing Zenith (int) 23 sq m 60-75 kg
with speed system GCrtesiegel comes with harness + backpack $2500 also
Harness $200 ph Heinz 03 5791839
BDI Power pack for paragliderv powerful 170 Ibs
thrust 21 kg total weight 1 hr use sell $4500 ph
Bruno 03 5530224
Foil 152C (Adv) (new end of season selloff) It
purple LE white MS mid blue & fluoro yellow US
$4000 ono also
Foil 139C (new end of season selloff) white LE &
MS dk blue & orange US $4000 ono also
XS Easy (I nt) fully faired speed bar blue LE white
MS orange & blue US gd cond $1800 ono also
Mission 170 (Int) red LE white MS gold US gd
cond $1800 ono also
WB GTR 165 (int) fully faired speed bar red LE
gold & white MS yellow & red US $1500 ono ph
Stephen Ruffels 057 551724
Aero 170 (Nov) red/white/It blue batten profile &
manual speed bar recently serviced gd cond
priced to sell $1600 also
Moyes Pod suit 5'8"-6'2" ex cond $300 also
Radio Head set for helmet suit UHF radio $50 ph
Geoff 052 754597
Sjostrom varlo ex cond $500 ph Tony 052
438245
Mission 170 (int) orange LE flu oro pink & yellow
US white TS speed bar & faired king post comes
with spare speed bar & upright v gd cond $1900
ph 03 8709448
XS 155 (Adv) flies & looks great only flown on
Sundays $2000 ph 03 4277903
Trike engine parts Rotax 447 reduction gearbox
new $500 sell $200 ono air silencer sell $40 ono
also complete Robin EC 44 PM engine in bits suit
rebuild or parts $300 ono Gerard 038074034 AH
Paraglider Falhawk Neo 22 sq m weight range
55-75 kg approx 20 hrs airtime gd nov-int canopy
incl Falhawk harness $2200 ph Andrew 03
3481962
New Wave 15 or 161 by Firebird (adv) 3 yrs old
sleeved LE & Xbars great colours spare
downtube batten profiles ph 059 786388
Headsets/intercoms/helmets 2 place & single
pilot ultralight communication gear UHF & VHF
radio interface spare visors Comunica from
England, the best there is! ph for a price also

July 1992

Sabre 177 (int) 2 for the price of one both fly well
with no flutter $600 for both also
Bullet 2 place ultralight emergency chute $600
ph Glenn 060 761333 & clear me out!
Wanted XS 155 king post hang or Foil Combat
152C low hrs in gd cond $2500 ono sell wh ile it's
worth something must be able to inspect in Vic
genuine callers only ph 059 786388
Trike Mainair Flash 2A 95:32 AUF reg , 2 seater
503 Rotax 200 hrs n , EC, always hangared
beaut machine to look at & fly many extras has
won several competitions $14000 Portland 055
235569
Mission 170 (nov) fully faired blue LE white MS
yellow & red US gd cond gd for nov to int $1900
Fiona 03 8743925 AH
XS 155 (adv) 1 season old mauve & white $3000
call Alan 03 3372226 H 8602083 W
Harley paraglider 7:1 glide ratio+ to suit experienced pilot 70 kg + total time 10 hrs in
France/Spain/UK ex cond reluctant sale $2000
ph John 03 5719350

Mission 170 (int) fluoro yellow LE maINe pink
white MS white US speed bar spare upright a
much loved glider in ex cond $2100 ono ph Pete
098417946
Sabre 175 (Int) top cond with harness helmet
parachute $1200 ono ph Greg Perejaun 09
2943929
Mission 170 (nov) 2 yrs old 25 hrs flying time
turquoise LE white MS blue & grey US speed bar
$2200 also
XS 155 (adv) grey scrim LE & TE band flu oro
yellow "warp" MS power rib TE king post suspension & fins ex cond absolutely no flutters never
been crashed ! $2950 ph A irsports 09 3816053
Apex medium Paraglider as new condition
$2000 also Paramotor JPX twin cylinder $4000 also
AirBorne Buzzard trike with Arrow I 170 w ing
170 hrs gd cond 3 blade carbon fibre prop incl
trailer & ballistic chute $7500 ono also
Denis Cummings tow metre as new $100 ph
John 093833137

GTR 148 (int) gd cond
$800 ph Gavin Hill 03
8077942
Wanted GT or GTR size
170 upward must be in gd
airworthy cond with no
flutters I don't mind older
gliders in gd nick as I can
only afford around $500
also
Wanted apron or cocoon
harness in gd cond willing
to pay $50, $100 respectively also need cheap
non-bicycle helmet in
good nick please ph Mark
054261364
Paraglider Falhawk
Athlete 19 sq m suit pilot
weight 45-065 kg 12
mths old 10 hrs airtime in
gd cond no porosity problem serial # Z-3792
$2000 ph Bruce 03
4358934
Magic III 166 (int) one
owner fair to gd cond
$700 ono must sell Vince
037552314
Latest Moyes Xact 2
harness would suit pilot
approx5'1 0"-6' only 2 hrs
airtime & in perf cond with

SKYSAILOR

Th e H ang Gl idi ng Federa t io n o f Au st ra lia's cal endar
fea tu res extroardinary ph otogr aphs o f hang gliding
and paragliding fr om all over Aus t ralia from Buffalo to Byron, from the Fl atlands
to Stanwel l (and more)'

It goes rroiRMy- 1992 until December 1993.
It's 16 pages, in fu ll co lou r
and it's twice as big as this magazine.
Why not also pick up a video copy of th e
1992 Australian Openl Ove,- 120 pilots fl ew 8 acti o n
packed days at T umu t. NSW.
~

... - .-.-.- .. - ..... -

i Name:_ _ _ __

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

i Address :_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_

. Ca lendar _ _ _ C opy(s) at AUSL $30 (includes airmail)

! Video

$23 (in AUSL only - includes postage)
_ _ _ Copy(s) at AUSL $58 (includes air mail)
$4 4 (in Aust. on ly - includes postage)

o

VHS

0

NTSC

0

SECA M

SEND TO. H G FA 143 Wyllard St. TUMU T. N SW AUS T RALIA 2720
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066842616
Sports Aviation Specialists
Trike, Hang Gliding and Ultralight, Tandem Flights and Pilot Training
Service and Sales
We Oy and recommend:
* Airborne Edge - now certified!!

*

I've tried the rest, now YOU get the best!!

Hang Gliders from:
* Enterprise Wings - Combat and Aero
* Airborne Winds ports - Blitz and Sting
Accessories:

*
*
*

Sjostrom varios
Air Support harnesses
Aussie Skin harness and flight suits

Service:
* All airframe repairs/wire replacements

*

Now operating from Tyagarah Airfield!!

*
*
*

1000 metre grass airstrip!
On site briefing, relaxation and hangar areas!
Indoor and Moving Platform hang gliding training simulators

Australia's Best Address for flights
and pilot training
Phone 066 842616 for all your Sport Aviation needs
Joe Scott, fully C.A.A. approved C.F.I.

Sail repairs from Headwind

Importer and Distributor of:

*
*

Stop Press Stop Press Stop Press Stop Press

Pegasus XL, Q and Quasar - Europe's best

The sky's the limit, take it to the limit

New IVOPROP
Communica intercom sets

ONSHORE PARAGLIDERS
CORRADO CHALLENGER C - From Pro Design a true breakthrough in performance and ease of handling. Suitable for both
intermediate and advanced pilots. Amazing stability and handling in difficult conditions with Class AlB SHY Acpuls rating. High
speed (45 km/hr) and superb glide (7:1) make this the canopy that finally bridges the gap between high performance expert only and
intermediate with intermediate performance. A test flight will surprise the sceptics. From $4290
FLASH - Expert performance that the mere mortal can harness. A finely tuned lightning fast canopy for un-compromising results .
Speed in excess of 40 km/hr and LID 7+ make this the canopy for the serious pilot. Acpuls/DHV certification. From $3800
MALmU - The ultimate ridge soaring machine, a superb thermalling canopy that gives lift on the lightest breeze. Incredible light
wind performance allows flying when conditions are too light for other canopies. A perfect partner for the hang glider for those light
days. Gtitesiegel Class 2: 1.5.52.1/2/3. From $3450
CORRADO CHALLENGER - Firmly dedicated to the intermediate class, its reputation is well deserved, good performance under
varied conditions as well as good-naturedness in difficult piloting situations. New type of speed system extends speed range to more
than 40 km/hr. Suitable for both beginning and intermediate pilots. SHY Acpuls Class A. From $3350
STELLAR - High performance plus high security to put the pilot at ease. An excellent all rounder to suit the discerning intermediate
pilot. Acpuls Class AlB. From $3300
DIABLO New for '92, good performance intermediate canopy, 3 riser, speed system, ACPULS certification, from $2990
FD/JAGUAR - Already a classic in Europe with over 5000 sold. Exceptionally easy to launch, very stable and forgiving, makes this
an ideal first canopy, especially for the inland pilot. A canopy with confidence inspiring stability. Giitesiegel Class 1: GS 01-098-89,
Acpuls P1-45, 46. From $2590
Uke a second chance? Our emergency parachutes
start (rom $585 with long or short bridle.
Back protectors - several types available.
Brauniger and Flightcomp Varios from $560

Hand held UHF 5 Watt radios from an amazing $429.
HaU wind speed indicators - $45.00.
Pro-Design T -shirts/Wind Cheaters
Model Paragliders, Wind socks and Blixt Gordon flight overaUs.

Call for prices on second-hand canopies from $1400
Stop Press! Pro Design wins gliding competition in Bezau, Austria.
Highest performance of any canopy - Challenger C 27, 7.7 LID (7.55 average); Best performance of certified advanced gliderChallenger C 25, 7.25 average LID; Second best performance of certified intermediate glider - Challenger 25,6.4 avo LID

Garry Stevenson

Phone 018 351389 BH, AH/Fax 052432185
*** A paragliding licence is required for any glider purchase ***

